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ABSTRACT
Results of studies investigating the possible presence of bias in psychotherapy are
equivocal. Past studies have not taken into consideration the amount of information
provided to clinicians and therefore have varied this dependent variable
unsystematically from study to study. The current study explored the effects of the
gender of the psychologist, gender of the client, and level of information provided upon
which to base decisions on diagnostic and treatment decisions. Three cases varying
gender of the client and the amount of information given were mailed to 814
psychologists listed in the National Register of Health Service Providers in
Psychology. Respondents were asked to make a series of diagnostic and treatment
decisions based upon the material provided. The amount of information presented was
the most influential component of the decision making process. The specificity of data
given upon which psychologists based their impressions resulted in differential
diagnostic decisions. The gender of the psychologist and that of the client did not play
significant roles in diagnosis or on recommendations for medication. The lack of
findings indicating bias suggest that it may be time to move beyond analogue studies
and investigate using other methods. Research involving a more naturalistic approach
is required to further explore bias and also its presence in aspects of therapy other
than diagnosis and treatment planning.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The processes of diagnosing, evaluating, and conducting psychotherapy within
psychology are decidedly complex. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual - Third
Edition - Revised (DSM-III-R) of the American Psychiatric Association (1987) is an
attempt to provide a basis for greater reliability and validity of diagnoses, and serves
as the most widely used diagnostic reference work. The Cautionary Statement within
the DSM-III-R indicates that one of the intents of the manual is to allow clinicians to
diagnose and therefore treat mental disorders. To arrive at an accurate diagnosis,
assessment is necessary and the diagnosis leads to a direction in therapy;
assessment (and diagnosis) are closely related to therapy (Zeldow, 1978).
A diagnosis, however, is not necessarily a product derived solely from the
observation of symptoms. Many factors are involved in its determination. Lopez
(1989) describes how a variety of variables can influence the judgment of a clinician.
Bias in diagnosis could be conceptualized as being present when different diagnoses
are given to individuals for whom there are the same symptoms, but who differ on
characteristics formally unrelated to diagnostic criteria for the disorder. One could
anticipate that when biased diagnostic judgment occurs, inappropriate treatment may
follow. Many studies over the past 20 years have examined how gender affects
diagnosis and prognosis. The results have been mixed to the point that they can be
interpreted as evidence for or against the existence of bias (Zeldow, 1978). Loring
and Powell (1988) have theorized that it is the distance between the sexes which
causes diagnostic difficulties, and that the prior failures to interpret the literature on

gender issues in psychotherapy in a consistent manner are due to a lack of
consideration of this factor. Their definition of "distance" involves the difference in
power betv/een the sexes. They propose that distance in a therapeutic relationship
diminishes one's competence in understanding the behavior of the client. In a study
designed to evaluate their "distance" hypothesis, they found that diagnoses tended to
be more accurate, when compared with diagnoses actually given the clients, when the
race and sex of the client matched that of the therapist.
Other factors, including personal base rates, hypothesis testing, and expectancy,
may affect judgment. The result may be improper diagnosis which alters not only
one's personal base rate regarding that diagnosis, but also, possibly, epidemiological
studies that affect others' views of base rates of certain disorders, thereby
perpetuating the distortion. The factors involved in diagnostic decision-making are
numerous and it does not appear from the literature that they have been examined
thoroughly or systematically.
The purpose of the present study was to examine how psychologists of each
gender diagnose. The focal research question was: To what extent does gender bias
exist in diagnosis and what factors might mediate this?

Review of Literature
The following review summarizes a variety of findings within the body of literature
addressing bias in psychotherapy. Presented first is a summary of the initial major
study in this area. Following are summaries of a series of studies that failed to find
evidence of bias. Presented third is a summary of studies that found results indicative
of bias. Finally, an integration of these disparate results is provided to demonstrate
how such varied findings might be interpreted.

Much 1 '.search has been conducted on the broad topic of bias in psychotherapy.
Researchers have examined diagnosis, prognosis, treatment considerations, and
dispositions. The initial interest in this topic began with the Broverman, Broverman,
Clarkson, Rosenkrantz, and Vogel (1970) study. The authors asked 46 men and 33
women, all trained as psychologists, psychiatrists, or social workers, to indicate the
qualities associated with a healthy individual. Each subject was given a questionnaire
regarding behavior traits or characteristics which were presented in a bipolar format
(e.g., very aggressive or not at all aggressive). The clinicians v,cre asked to respond
to the items as they believed each pertained to a mature, healthy man, a mature,
healthy woman, or a mature, healthy adult. Their results suggested that the clinicians'
concepts of health were not significantly different for a male and an adult. However,
those qualities assigned to women as being healthy were significantly different from
those ascribed to the adult and to males. Women were considered less healthy than
adults. Broverman et al. concluded that therapists havp differing perceptions of mental
health pertaining to men and women, and that these mirror society's views.
This led others to hypothesize that if clinicians held different concepts of mental
health for the sexes, then there must be differences in how clinical activities are
carried out with men and women. If therapists were biased, then one would expect
their biases to influence therapeutic decisions in a manner that would reflect
something other than the client's concerns (Smith, 1980).
Negative Findings of Gender Bias Research
Many researchers have found no evidence of the existence of gender-related bias
on a variety of clinical activities. The following summarizes a sampling of their
studies.

Smith (1973) gave a sample of secondary school counselors a set of cases to
review in which she manipulated the gender of the stimulus client. The results
showed no effect for counselor or client gender on predictions of success in post
secondary schooling or occupations thought to be appropriate,
Wirt (1975) studied empathy, positive regard, and genuineness in therapy
sessions with 32 graduate students functioning as therapists. Using instruments
developed by Carkhuff, judges rated the levels of these variables in the therapists'
interactions * ith clients. Sex of the client did not affect the students' facilitative
styles on these dimensions, although they tended to view male clients more
negatively.
Billingsley (1977) gave case histories to 64 therapists who were asked to give a
prognosis and a diagnosis, and to indicate the severity demonstrated by the case. The
effects of the gender of the client and therapist as well as client pathology were
assessed. An effect was found for therapist gender, in that each sex tended to
develop treatment goals that consisted of qualities stereotypically considered to he
those of the opposite sex. Client sex, however, had no effect on clinical judgments.
The therapists apparently responded to the client and not t.o the client's gender as a
significant effect was found for symptoms described, but no effect or interaction was
found involving client sex on the decisions asked of the therapists. However,
Billingsley also hypothesized that therapists may respond to client's sex when
pathology is vague.
Lowery and Higgins (1979) conducted an analogue study examining the effect of
client sex on treatment decisions.

Therapists (n=120) rated severity and made

treatment decisions from a set of possibilities for three cases each with symptoms
suggestive of a different diagnosis. Client sex was varied. The authors found no

broad occurrences of bias, finding only a same-sex preference for recommending
vocational counseling. In making decisions on severity and treatment, the therapists
generally responded to the symptoms presented and did not alter their stated
judgments on the basis of gender of the client.
Oyster-Nelson and Cohen (1981) examined psychologists' judgments regarding
potential for treatment, number of sessions, and the techniques which they thought
would be useful with a client described in a case history. Sex of the client wras not
found to influence these decisions.
In a study using a more naturalistic approach, Hayes and Wolleat (1978) played a
tape of a therapy session to 20 male and 20 female graduate students in counseling
psychology. Some of the subjects heard an interview with a female while the other
group heard the same session with a male. Following this, subjects filled out the
Broverman et al. (1970) questionnaire. There were no significant results found for
client or counselor sex for any of the items.
In another study, undergraduates (97 females, 98 males) were given a transcript of
a telephone conversation (Locksley, Borgida, Brekke, & Hepburn, 1980). The authors
manipulated the assertive and passive responses made by one of the individuals in
the conversation as well as their sex. After reading the transcript, the students were
asked to predict the person's behavior in the future. There was no effect for sex of the
target individual on the predictions. Locksley et al. went on to describe a study in
which they gave 75 female and 55 male undergraduates a questionnaire that instructed
the subjects to judge the assertiveness of a stimulus person on a 100 point scale.
Some were identified by name only (manipulating sex) while others gave relevant or
irrelevant information ah ^ut them as well as their gender. When only the gender of
the target was presented, a significant difference was found between male and female

stimulus persons; males were predicted to be more assertive, by both male and female
raters. When irrelevant (nondiagnostic) information was given, males still were
predicted to be more assertive. When relevant (diagnostic) information was available,
the gender difference was eliminated. The subjects responded to the information and
not gender.
Locksley et al. stated that their first study demonstrated that even a minimal
amount of information that was relevant would be enough to override stereotypic
beliefs. They indicated that their second study showed that just one exposure to
information erases effects of gender stereotyping for assertiveness. These studies
offer the possibility that whatever bias therapists might possess is suppressed when
relevant information is provided, as in an interview or in case history materials. This
suggests the hypothesis that this availability of sufficient relevant information may
also mediate bias effects in psychotherapy. Locksley et al.'s study, however, was not
conducted in the context of diagnostic decisions made by practitioners about therapy
clients.
This was tested by Steams, Penner, and Kimmel (1980) who videotaped eight
staged staff meetings and varied the gender and case history data. Therapists (n=86)
watched the tape and then made recommendations and other judgments.
Recommendations were significantly affected by the symptoms and background
information other than gender. Stearns et al. stated that such information took
precedence over the gender of the client in making decisions. This supported the
Locksley et al. (1980) view that bias is overridden by relevant information.
A study that utilized an extensive sample was conducted by Bernstein and
Lecomte (1982). Client information was mailed to clinical and counseling
psychologists as well as social workers and graduate students. A 57% return rate

resulted in 893 respondents. The authors manipulated the gender of the individual in
the case history and measured therapist expectancies regarding diagnosis, prognosis,
and therapeutic process. No significant effects or interactions between therapist sex
and client gender were found.
In a meta-analysis of the bias literature, Smith (1980) concluded that there was no
evidence of bias occurring in therapy when the results were interpreted as a whole.
She found whereas earlier studies did demonstrate bias, more recent work had not
uncovered it. Smith suggested that awareness of the problem of bias in therapy has
increased since 1970, and this may explain the change in the findings.
The above studies are representative of the large body of literature in which
researchers have found no evidence of bias or inconsistency. Many others, however,
have found evidence of bias.

Positive Findings of Gender Bias Research
Stein, Del Gaudio, and Ansley (1976) examined the records of clients seen at a
mental Lealth center with a diagnosis of neurotic depression. The 30 females and 14
males were given a series of instruments to assess self-report levels of symptoms,
moods, and interpersonal behaviors. The sexes did not differ on the measures;
females, however, were more likely to be given psychotropic medication, particularly
antidepressants. Although there was similarity between men and women in their
assessments of themselves, differential treatment occurred.
In a study that analyzed reasons for seeking treatment (Feinblatt & Gold, 1976),
records from a child psychiatric clinic were examined. Those that involved at least one
symptom relevant to a gender stereotype were selected for further study. The authors
found that more boys were brought to the clinic for being emotionally passive and more
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girls were brought for being defiant and aggressive verbally. The sex of the client
appeared to determine whether they were taken to the clinic for treatment. If their
behavior was inconsistent with expectations for their gender, then treatment was
more likely to be sought.
Warner (1979) sent mental health professionals in the Denver metropolitan area a
questionnaire, along with client information, from which they were asked to determine
a diagnosis. Results indicated that if the client was a woman, she was more likely to
be diagnosed as having an hysterical personality disorder. A male was more likely to
be given a diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder. These differences occurred
even though the information in both cases was identical with only the gender altered.
Clinicians (n=43) rated various traits and gave diagnoses in response to two
profiles in a study conducted by Adler, Drake, and Teague (1990). They found that
clinicians gave diagnoses and made personality attributions that were significantly
different, depending on the sex of the client. The authors concluded that therapists
make sweeping generalizations that are influenced by sex even when it has no
relevance to the case material.
Rosenfield (1982) collected data from an emergency room in New York City. She
predicted that persons whose behavior is deviant from expected norms for their gender
will be dealt with more harshly by mental health professionals. The results supported
her hypothesis. She found that males were more often hospitalized for disorders in
which females are thought to predominate such as psychotic depression. Women
were more likely to be hospitalized when diagnosed as having a personality disorder
or a psychoactive substance abuse disorder, the latter being more commonly
diagnosed in men. In general, over the life span, neither sex is thought to be more
prone to schizophrenia, and Rosenfield found that the sexes were equally likely to be
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hospitalized when so diagnosed. It appears that sex role norms contributed to the
severity of the intervention chosen by mental health service providers.
Fischer, Dulaney, Fazio, Hudak, and Zivotofsky (1976) examined bias in
treatment of women by social workers. Their findings suggested a pro-female bias in
the judgments of the sample as females were judged more positively as evidenced by
clinical decisions made in response to case history information. Dailey (1980)
replicated the study sending case information to 765 members of the Kansas Chapter
of The National Association of Social Workers. The independent variables were sex
and personality type, either passive or aggressive. The data from the respondents
(n=207) did not indicate the pro-female bias that Fischer et al. found. On the
dimensions where bias was detected, it was anti-female. Social workers evaluated
the client's intelligence as being lower when the client was portrayed as a woman, and
their personal reaction to the client was less positive with women. While sample
differ 3nces may explain the discrepant findings from the two studies, Dailey's results
are clear indications of bias operating in the clinicians' concepts of their clients.
Persons experiencing psychological distress often seek assistance from a family
physician, as evidenced in research conducted by Verbrugge and Steiner (1981).
Using data collected by the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey in 1975, which
is a record of all patients or a sample of such for a specified length of time seen by
physicians in their offices, the authors examined treatment and diagnostic decisions.
They found that physicians perceive men to have more serious problems, to come
more often with acute conditions, and to more often be physically ill. They perceived
women as coming more often for other reasons. However, women received more
frequent extensive diagnostic procedures, limited examinations, return appointments,
and total services than men even when controlling for variables such as perceived

level of seriousness. Regardless of the cause (e.g., women requesting more services,
variation between men and women in their expression of symptoms), differences in
treatment involving sex of the patient were found.
Another study that examined physicians' attitudes toward women patients was
carried out by Bernstein and Kane (1981). They distributed case history information,
with sex varied, to 341 physicians. These respondents were given a list of medical
conditions and asked to indicate which gender would be more likely to exhibit each.
The respondents (n_= 253) indicated women were much more likely to have
psychosomatic complaints and emotional lability. When the client was described as a
stereotypic female, in that she was expressive, she was much more likely to be given
a psychosomatic diagnosis and prescribed tranquilizers than a man with a
stereotypical presentation, unexpressive and stoic. While this does not necessarily
indicate a bias involving sex (it may demonstrate a communication style difference
which plays a role in differential diagnosis), it does suggest that women may be given
different treatment while their physical symptoms are the same as a man’s.
Some researchers have considered bias to be more subtle, and more pervasive
than traditionally considered. Some problems that women experience may be a result
of social, legal, or other factors, but have been identified as psychiatric disorders
(Stephenson & Walker, 1979). Such a view implies that bias may exist not only in
diagnosis and treatment, but even in believing that certain conditions are psychiatric in
nature. A lack of understanding of women's issues would contribute to this bias. In
fact, Sherman, Koufacos, and Kenworthy (1978) found that not having information
about the issues that affect women was strongly correlated with sex bias.
Many authors (e.g., Beit-Hallahmi, 1974; Braginsky & Braginsky, 1974; Sarbin &
Mancuso, 1970; & most notably, Szasz, 1961, 1965, 1970) have argued that mental

health service provision is based upon the norms of society. When behavior strays
from those norms, it is labeled as being deviant. Therapists are thought to be norm
enforcers, diagnosing as psychiatric disorders any behaviors that are not culturally
accepted. The measurement of beliefs of clinicians would, no doubt, be considered
inconclusive as the responses would be thought to reflect social norms of
psychologists and not of the public at large. Therefore, what would be measured
would not necessarily be what is truly valued or believed. Martin (1987) measured
sex role stereotyping by the general public using the Bern Sex Role inventory (Bern,
1981). She found that the traits seen as more desirable in one gender and not the
other were similar to those selected in a study in 1974. No real change had occurred
regarding sex stereotypes within society in over a decade. It is possible then that
stereotyping had not changed in therapy either.

Integration, of .Contradictory Findings
There obviously are conflicting views and disparate rr.sui t . : tho literature on bias
in clinical activities, as was noted by several reviewers. Smith (1980) concluded that
there was no evidence of sex bias in therapy when all research was examined.
Sherman (1980) stated that analogue study findings are consistent with the
hypothesis of bias, Zeldow (1978) wrote that the results are ambiguous to the point
that one can use them to support whatever view they desire.
Reasons for the findings being contradictory may include sample differences, varied
definitions of bias, or professional changes occurring during the period of research. It
is quite probable that each of these has played a part in the overall inability of
researchers to obtain consistent results. There are two other factors, though, that
may contribute. One is a methodological issue involving the amount of information
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given to subjects to allow them to make clinical judgments. Locksley, et al. (1980)
found that relevant information overrides stereotyping. It would be impossible to
determine from past studies how amount of information affects decision-making as
information has been presented in numerous methods and dependent variables have
included diagnoses, severity judgments, prognoses, etc. To assess how the amount of
information given to a clinician affects decisions, systematic manipulation is needed.
When adequate information is given, the Locksley et al. finding suggests that bias
would not occur. If little data are given, stereotyping should occur as there is nothing
else upon which to base a decision. That could be likened to guessing the mean which
may reflect base rate perceptions of raters. A lack of adequate information may result
in persons using stereotypes of what is "known" about males and females (Strieker &
Shafran, 1983). As these authors indicate, a study that provides little information
tests no more than the respondents' stereotypes.
The second factor that may be involved is offered by Loring and Powell (1988).
They suggest that when the therapist and client are not of the same sex, the distance
between them (unequal status) results in the therapist having greater difficulty in
understanding the behavior and experience of the client. Though the wording is
different, this is what Kaplan (1984) also suggested. She stated that female
therapists when working with female clients are able to achieve a greater degree of
empathy because of their understanding of themselves and the client as being
relational and in a lesser status position. Males are thought to have an internalized
conception of self as being dominant and separate. These differences increase
distance between opposite sex dyads, possibly resulting in misunderstanding.
Loring and Powell argue that bias studies examining only client gender may be
looking at male/female interactions inappropriately. Explanations should include
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constructs of congruence and understanding. The fact that the literature on bias in
psychotherapy can be interpreted in more than one way may be due to researchers'
failure to consider these variables. The heavy fog surrounding bias research findings
to date may begin to clear with studies that look at sex dyads in therapy in this
manner.
To test their view, Loring and Powell (1988) conducted an analogue study in which
they sent a random sample of 488 psychiatrists, stratified on sex and race, a
questionnaire with two case histories. Respondents were asked to give diagnoses on
Axes I and II of DSM-IIL Analysis of responses (n=290) showed that when the sex
and race of the therapist matched that of the case study, the diagnosis tended to be
more accurate (according to the actual diagnosis given the clients). The exception
was white female psychiatrists when using Axis I.
Some respondents (n=19) in the Loring and Powell study stated they could not
complete the questionnaire, as it provided so little data. Of those 19, 12 were not
given race or information about the sex of the client. Status information does seem to
result in differential diagnosis. It should be noted that this is at odds with the work of
Ford and Widiger (1989) who found that in general, specification of the sex of the
client had no effect on diagnosis of personality disorders.
In regard to the discrepancy of white female psychiatrists' diagnoses, Loring and
Powell speculated that it may be accounted for by "brief reactive psychosis", the
diagnosis most frequently chosen by this group, being the least severe of the options.
It is short-term, has a favorable prognosis, and is the result of psychosocial stressors.
That there were no variations in severity on the Axis II diagnoses may explain why
white females diagnosed in a similar fashion to the other groups on that Axis. It is
possible that the body of literature addressing the mental health of Caucasian women

has resulted in Caucasian female psychiatrists being more aware of social
considerations when diagnosing other white females (Loring & Powell, 1988).
The Loring and Powell findings are consistent with those of some past research.
Warner (1979) found a negative bias with some respondents in the diagnosis of those
who were of the same race or sex as the clinicians. Diagnoses were more harsh when
the sex or race of the therapist matched that of the client He offered that this may be
due to identifying with the individual and feeling shame Warner felt that the
diagnoses revealed a bias. However, as a matching c the race and sex of the client
with the therapist was involved in diagnostic differences, interpreting these data from
the Loring and Powell perspective would allow for a conclusion that the diagnoses
may have also been more accurate.
In a study which reported finding no evidence of diagnostic inconsistency,
Abramowitz, Roback, Schwartz, Yasuna, Abramowitz, and Gomes (1976) gave
clinical information to 600 members of the American Group Psychotherapy
Association, Degree of liking of the client as well as clinical impressions were
measured. Analysis of the data from t

respondents (n=122) indicated that female

therapists empathized more when the stimulus was a woman. Congruence between
client and therapist was found to result in greater empathy for females.
Hill (1975) studied counselor dient interactions with both experienced and novice
counselors (n=24). Sessions were audiotaped and analyzed by judges for specific
verbal behaviors. Regardless of experience level, both genders were more empathic
with same sex clients. The difference in life experiences among mixed-sex pairs may
make attempts at understanding the other person problematic.
Freedman (1976) had clinicians watch tapes of actors playing the role of a client.
All of the tapes were identical regarding content, setting, and therapist, but the age

and sex of the client were varied. The dependent variables were diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, and willingness to serve as therapist. An own-sex bias was found, such
that therapists who were of the same sex as the client responded more negatively. A
similar bias was found regarding age. Again, it is possible, according to the Loring
and Powell hypothesis, those that were similar to the clients in age and sex gave
more accurate diagnoses.
Gomes and Abramowitz (1976) found similar results. They discovered what could
be interpreted as a greater negative reaction to same sex clients by clinicians. There
was a tendency for therapists to give better prognoses for opposite sex clients.
Each of these findings of own-sex, age, or race bias could actually reflect greater
diagnostic acuity. Such could be due to a greater understanding of and empathy with
the client due to greater similarity of the client and therapist.
As can be seen, researchers might have interpreted their findings differently had
they consideried diagnostic accuracy. A systematic examination of the role of gender
in diagnostic accuracy is needed. Loring and Powell conducted their study with
psychiatrists and did not vary the case-relevant information provided to raters. Would
a study of psychologists yieid similar findings? In other words, would psychologists
who are of the same gender as a client give more accurate diagnoses than those who
are not? Also, would greater levels of information lead to more accurate diagnoses
according to DSM-III-R criteria? Finally, how would these two factors mutually
influence the diagnostic process?

Sex and Diagnostic Schemata
As described above, Locksley et al. (1980) found that greater amounts of data
lessen the impact of a stereotyped view. The view is overcome by relevant

information. However, full disclosure of such information may not always occur. A
lack of complete information may take place in supervisory relationships where the
supervisor is not made aware of all aspects of the client's concerns, in case
conferences, consultation, or even in sessions where the therapist has a hypothesis
and may lead the client to respond in a certain way. Without enough information,
one's set of preconceptions is allowed to operate. And, even if such information is
available, unless it is given early, it may be ignored.
Preconceptions are one aspect of the cognitive phenomenon of schemata. Bartlett
(1932) conducted research on schemata. A schema is a cognitive composite of
knowledge and concepts regarding a particular domain (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). It is a
generalization and may be considered a short-cut to understanding a stimulus. For
example, one's schema for ' chair" may include that it has four legs, a straight back,
and is made of wood. Although such a schema has the potential for error, we
generally are able to determine if other objects or events fit and therefore belong under
that particular heading. We do this by matching qualities of the schema with these of
the stimulus. Schemata allow us to function more efficiently in the world by providing
us with expectations (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). They have been found, in a large body
of social psychological research, to be powerful mediators in information processing.
Bartlett suggested that when we encounter something new we try to assimilate it
into our schemata, our knowledge and set of concepts about objects, persons and
events. The meaning of the material is interpreted in terms of what we expect He
gave a story about Native Americans to persons from an entirely different, Eritish,
background. After 20 hours he had them recall the story. The recollections were
shorter, but also contained details that were not in the original story. These new
details were thought to be added as they were consistent with the theme of the story.
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The meaning is often shifted to more readily fit the schema of the person doing the
reading.
When someone has been determined to fit into a certain group, defined by race,
gender, etc., the entire schema regarding that group is activated and it generally
engulfs the individual. This occurs independently of the degree to which the person
actually fits the prototype (Secord, 1959). Fewer attributes are thought to belong
uniquely to the person (Linville Sr. Jones, 1980). They are thought to share the
attributes of the other members of the group.
Once a schema has been connected with someone, it continues even in the face of
contradictory evidence. Ross, Leper, and Hubbard (1975) activated a schema by
giving persons a series of items and describing these as a recently developed
instrument which measured social sensitivity. Individuals were then told they had
performed on the test in a manner which indicated they possessed extreme sensitivity
regarding situations involving social interaction. They were then asked to indicate all
of the reasons why this was true. Following this, the subjects were told that the
information was false, the test they had been given had no capability to measure
sensitivity. The subjects, however, continued to see themselves as being sensitive.
Once a schema is being used, information that is contrary is ignored or discounted.
The above two studies demonstrate that once a schema is in place, it affects how
we interpret information, individual characteristics of the person to whom the schema
is attached are lost, and it is resistant to being changed. How does this affect the
diagnostic process? In particular, how does it affect diagnoses that are more prevalent
for one gender, a situation in which schemata can be activated quickly if we expect
certain diagnoses with each gender?
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It seems to be a commonly held belief within the field of mental health that women
have greater incidence of psychological distress, particularly depression, than men.
Gove and Tudor (1973) reviewed numerous community surveys and found that more
women than men reported disturbances of a psychological nature. Often those
differences have been explained away by arguing that women are more prone to seek
help. Community surveys, however, examine self-reported occurrences outside of
mental health centers, etc., and therefore are thought to yield a more accurate
estimate of prevalence. The fact that these studies, and meta-analyses of them (Gove
& Tudor, 1973; Weissman & Kierman, 1977, 1985) still display a gender difference
would seem to discount the view that women merely seek help more frequently
(Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987, 1990; Weissman & Kierman, 1977, 1985).
The findings above suggest that women actually are more likely to experience
depression than men and therefore are at a greater risk. The ratio of incidence of
unipolar depression in women versus men is approximately 2:1 (McGrath, Keita,
Strickland, & Russo, 1990). Nolen-Hoeksema (1987) found the ratios of treated
cases in studies conducted in the United States to be 1.95:1 and outside the United
States to be 2.39:1. As epidemiological data on depressive disorders show a greater
prevalence in women, clinicians may come to an initial session with a female client and
be predisposed to diagnose depression. It is not being suggested that the higher
incidence of depression among women is an artifact of diagnosis. Nolen-Hoeksema
(1987) stated that the average ratio of women to men in community surveys who
experienced depression was 1.62:1. It is possible, though, that some women are
being treated for depression when other treatment and diagnostic considerations
would be more appropriate, because of schema-based information processing. It is
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also possible that some men are being treated for disorders in which men are thought
to predominate when other therapeutic efforts would be more beneficial.
Loring and Powell (1988) found that both white and black male psychiatrists
tended to diagnose females of both races as having a depressive disorder even though
the information presented did not meet diagnostic criteria. It was found that 53% of
white males diagnosed white women as having a depressive disorder while 43% of the
same group diagnosed black women as being depressed. In regards to black male
psychiatrists, 50% diagnosed white women while 40% diagnosed black women as
having a depressive disorder. As the authors suggested, male psychiatrists may
overly diagnose depression in women.
A factor that strongly influences the accurate perception of experience is having
expectations or preconceived views (Arkes, 1981). Shweder (1977) analyzed data
collected daily on campers by camp counselors. After the camp was over, counselors
were asked about their recollections of each camper, from which Shweder found a
correlation (r = -.27) between the written and recalled data. Shweder asked subjects
about their personal theories of personality and found that traits such as
aggressiveness were not likely to apply to someone if they were already considered
friendly. It was concluded then that counselors' recall was affected by their implicit
theories of behavior and if they remembered someone being defiant or mischievous,
they were not likely to be also remembered as being helpful or friendly.
In keeping with this line of reasoning, Lord, Ross, and Lepper (1979) found that
subjects rated arguments that were supportive of their own views as more persuasive
than those that were not supportive. Should one have a preconception, attempts at
modifying it will likely be ignored. In fact, Q-sorts of clients by clinicians were found to
stabilize after just two to four sessions (Meehl, 1960). So, although therapists may
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have a "tentative" diagnosis, that apparent lack of definitiveness does not reduce its
ability to influence the final diagnosis (Ross, Lepper, Strack, & Steinmetz, 1977). In
other words, future information the client provides will be interpreted in light of the
current view, whether the current view is right or wrong. This is related to Kelley’s
(1972a) "discounting principle" in which alternative possibilities of causality are
discounted if another possibility exists and has been considered.
Verbrugge (1984) used data from the 1975 National Ambulatory Medical Care
Survey and found that the sexes were equally likely to present a psychological
disturbance as their primary reason for coming to the physician, but women were more
likely to report one as a secondary complaint. The data also revealed that women
were more likely than men to be diagnosed as having a mental disorder when both
complained of physical symptoms. When this is considered along with Bernstein and
Kane's (1981) finding that physicians believe that women have more psychosomatic
conditions and that emotional factors are more involved in women's complaints than
they are in men's, it seems that the potential for diagnostic error is great. A woman
who has a physical disorder of some sort but also mentions dysphoria as a secondary
complaint may well have a diagnosis given to her that indicates the physical
symptoms are related to an affective disturbance.
Armitage, Schneiderman, and Bass (1979) found that men receive more extensive
workups when presenting with the same symptoms as women. This would support a
view that women are expected to come to a physician for "other" reasons more
frequently and that men come with more acute, physical conditions (Verbrugge &
Steiner, 1981). This may result in conditions not being detected and in improper
diagnosis. It should be noted that Verbrugge and Steiner (1981) found that women
receive more diagnostic services for certain complaints. Kelley (1972b) described a
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model that could account for the finding that men receive more extensive workups than
women exhibiting the same symptoms. He described the multiple necessary causes
schema in which several causes are required to result in the end product due to the
extreme nature of the effect. In other words, in this case, males are not thought to
present unless ill; something must be significantly wrong for a male to seek treatment.
Therefore they are given extensive testing to reach a conclusion. The multiple
sufficient causes schema (Kelley, 1972b) is used for a less extreme outcome. Any of
several factors could be sufficient to result in the effect and when one is chosen, others
can be discounted. When women present, physicians may find it less unusual that
they are in the office and give a diagnosis that is sufficient to explain the symptoms.
This medical analogy also could be used with depression. A male indicating a
depressed mood may be considered extreme and unusual and therefore given
extensive testing, while a female with the same symptoms may be thought of as
simply being depressed and so diagnosed. It seems that women are affected by a
minimizing bias (Lopez, 1989) in which certain symptoms are expected of them and
that they are "normal" and this may lead one to believe they do not require aggressive
workups.
The social psychological literature on cognition suggests that there are a variety of
ways in which information can be distorted leading to inappropriate judgments. These
may be applicable to diagnostic issues in psychotherapy. The following sections
describe the confirming bias, dealing with contradictory information, and base-rate
considerations.
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CmfirmingJBias,
A two-stage process that explains how beliefs are confirmed was described by
Darley and Gross (1983). The first stage involves the behavior of the individual about
whom a belief is held. The interaction between the two persons, which is guided by
the initial beliefs, elicits behavior that confirms one's views.
The second stage is cognitive. The person interprets or recalls information about
the other that is consistent with their expectations, and therefore affirms their
position. Persons with dissimilar preconceptions may be given the same information
and still have their expectancies confirmed (Darley & Gross, 1983). The authors go
on to propose that one enters a clinical situation with prior beliefs and when given
information about a client, it will be considered using a hypothesis testing/confirming
style. Once data that are consistent with an expectation are found, a corresponding
diagnosis will be selected that reflects the bias. This would suggest that using a
confirming style when assessing may result in giving a diagnosis that is based not
upon the client, but what is expected of the client: disorders that are more prevalent
for their sex.

Dealing With Contradictory Information.
Researchers have found many methods by which an individual, functioning as an
information processor, can address discrepant information and yet determine that
one's conclusion is proper. Data that are gathered in support of one’s view are
regarded as definitive while opposing information may be considered so weak that it
cannot possibly be thought of as supportive of an alternative (Lord, Ross, & Lepper,
1979). Inconsistent information may be given less weight than data that are in
keeping with one's expectation, a "yes, but. . . " approach (Nisbett & Ross, 1980).
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Inconsistent data may be thought of as unrelated to the issue at hand but due to other
factors (Regan, Straus, & Fazio, 1974). Hayden and Mischei (1976) concluded that
inconsistent information can be understood as caused by the perceived "actual"
problem and therefore is still thought to be consistent. Darley and Gross (1983)
showed undergraduates a film of a young girl doing achievement test type problems.
However, random groups were shown separate films of where she supposedly lived:
Either an urban, low-income environment, or in middle-class suburbia. Although the
child's performance was the same for both groups, those who believed she lived in a
poor neighborhood indicated her abilities were significantly lower than those who
perceived her as coming from a middle class area. Their prior views shaped their
interpretations of her behavior.
Once the original schema is in place, it becomes resistant to change even in the
presence of conflicting data. Just thinking about the subject in question strengthens
the view (Tesser, 1978).

Base-Rate Factors.
The base-rate fallacy, as described by Bar-Hillel (1980), is that persons do not use
base rates when making decisions. Kahneman and Tversky (1973) stated that people
ignore such to the detriment of accuracy. People have been thought to not consider
how frequently an event occurs when attempting to make a decision about something
in the present, such as diagnosis. Christensen-Szalanski (1982) demonstrated that
physicians did use information on base rates when making a diagnosis. It was
suggested that this was because they had actually experienced the base-rate instead
of just having it reported to them. However, if clinicians come to expect that women
are much more likely to be depressed than men and then begin to over interpret client
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statements as indicative of such and diagnose accordingly, the base-rate they
experience will be exaggerated. The result would be that some women are diagnosed
and treated as being depressed when it is inappropriate.
Even when attempting to be perfectly accurate in following diagnostic criteria,
considerable disagreement can arise. The DSM-III and other criteria were used by
two clinicians to make diagnoses in a study conducted by Winokur, Zimmerman, and
Cadoret (1988). Each person was diagnosed once by each clinician. Of the 98
persons seen, diagnostic disagreements occurred for 62. Stated differently, of 294 final
diagnoses, 101 of them were disparate. The Kappa value for major depression using
DSM-III criteria was .63. It is doubtful that therapists regularly follow the criteria as
closely or spend as much time in considering diagnoses as was done in this study.
This would suggest that factors specific to the therapist or therapist and client may
often play a significant role in determining diagnoses.
Many factors have been described that have an impact upon diagnostic decision
making. When the distance between the genders in therapy is considered (Loring &
Powell, 1988) along with therapist expectancies, do males diagnose depression more
readily than women?

Summary and Research Questions
The literature on bias in clinical activities is equivocal. This may have resulted
from methodological differences. In particular, the level of information given to
subjects to allow them to make determinations regarding diagnosis, prognosis,
severity, etc., has not been consistent. The specificity of o’bueally relevant information
may not have been similar across the spectru

of studies conducted. Also, the gender

prevalence (i.e., base rate'* or the disorders used may have been different among the
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studies. Clinicians may come to expect certain diagnoses to be associated with each
gender and diagnose accordingly.
The purpose of this study was to further examine the issue of gender bias using a
methodology that will permit the mediating effects of specificity of information and
prevalence rates of diagnoses on the diagnostic process to be evaluated. A sample of
clinicians read two case vignettes in which the gender, the amount of information, and
the prevalence rates were systematically varied. They were asked to select a
diagnosis and indicate need for further evaluation.
With these data, the following research questions were addressed:
1. Are there significant differences in the diagnoses given when information
specificity is low, moderate, or high?
2. Are there significant differences in the diagnoses given by male and female
psychologists?
2. Are there significant differences in diagnoses given to male and female clients?
4. Are there significant interactions among sex of the therapist, sex of the client,
and information specificity in determining diagnoses given?
In general, the literature suggests that bias is more likely when information is low
or nonspecific. As information is increased, this bias should be reduced. Information
specificity is therefore a moderating variable. In the present study, then, it was
expected that under low information conditions, bias variables (therapist sex, client
sex) would have significant effects. These effects were expected to diminish, or
disappear entirely, as information specificity increased. Statistically, therapist sex
and client sex were expected to interact significantly with information specificity in
determining diagnosis.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Participants
Subjects were psychologists (n = 814), both clinical and counseling, selected
randomly from the National Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology. The
selection involved an equal number of males and females. Table 1 displays the
obtained frequencies of respondents broken down by gender area of specialization
within psychology, experience, and frequency of use of the DSM-III-R. The total
sample size was 220, one respondent did not indicate his/her sex. As can be seen
from Table 1, approximately equal numbers of male" and females responded. The
response rate was 27%.
Instruments
Two instruments were used, a Demographic Survey (Appendix A) and a
Diagnostic Impression Form (Appendix B), both developed for this study.

Demographic surve;-'
Respondents completed a demographic form indicating their sex, whether they
were clinical or counseling psychologists, years of post-doctoral experience, and
frequency of DSM-III-R use.

Diagnostic Impression Form
Subjects completed this form twice, once after reading each case vignette. They were
asked to select an Axis I diagnosis from a list of eight choices including "other"
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Table 1
Summary of Sample Demographic Characteristics

Variable

Category

Sex

Profession

n

%

Male

115

52.5

Female

104

47.5

Total

219

Clinical

176

81.9

31

14.4

8

3.7

215

_

1-3 years

5

2.3

4-6 years

10

4.6

7-9 years

24

11.1

1 0 - 1 2 years

28

13.0

13-15 years

34

15.7

16-20 years

55

25.5

21-30 years

48

2 2 .2

31+ years

12

Counseling
Other
Total
Experience

Total

—

5.6

216

Frequency of use

Many per day

27

12.7

of DSM-III-R

Daily

51

23.9

Weekly

67

31.5

Monthly

35

16.4

<Monthly

33

15.5

Total

213

—

Note: DSM-III-R = Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders-3rd ed.-Revised.
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and "defer". Subjects responded to a similar question for Axis II with the additional
option of "no diagnosis on Axis II". They were also asked if further evaluation or
referral were necessary to reach a definitive diagnosis and, if so, to select the
appropriate procedure. Finally, subjects were asked if psychotropic medication were
necessary in their opinion. If the answer was affirmative, they selected the type of
medication they would suggest from a list.

Case Vignettes
The stimulus materials were 14 vignettes in which client gender, underlying
disorder, and information specificity were manipulated. The vignettes follow the
format of the American Psychiatric Association's DSM-HI-R Casebook (Spitzer,
Gibbon, Skodol, Williams, & First, 1989). Three cases, each with a different
underlying disorder, were used to generate the vignettes. For Case On**, the
underlying disorder was cocaine intoxication, a male prevalent disorder. The
underlying disorder in Case Two was major depression, single episode. These cases
were developed using the Symptom Index of the DSM-III-R. For Case Three, used by
Loring and Powell (1988), the underlying disorder was undifferentiated schizophrenia.
Client gender was manipulated in the construction of vignettes based on each of the
three cases.
Information specificity was also manipulated in vignettes based on Cases One and
Two (but not Case Three). At the lowest level (non-specific), information is
ambiguous and could iead to several different diagnoses; the appropriate diagnostic
response would be "defer." At the moderate specificity level, the information provided
narrows the diagnoses possible, but does not provide an adequate basis for a definite
diagnosis. Thus, the appropriate response would be to defer the diagnosis. At the
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highest level of specificity, sufficient information is presented to justify assignment of
the DSM-III-R diagnosis for the underlying disorder.
Six vignettes were generated for Case One (two client genders crossed with three
specificity levels) and for Case Two. Two vignettes (based on client gender) were
developed for Case Three. Information specificity was not manipulated for Case Three
in order to permit direct comparison with the Loring and Powell (1988) results for
psychiatrists.
The vignettes were evaluated for content validity by independent raters. Each
rater read two and answered a series of questions designed to determine if the
vignettes indicated, and were clear in, what they were intended to manipulate:
gender, amount of information given that would lead to differential diagnosis, and the
prevalence rates of symptoms presented.

Subjects were mailed the experimental materials. The cover letter/Informed
Consent Form stated that the intent of the study was to examine how psychologists
make diagnostic decisions and how they would prescribe medications if allowed. No
mention of sex differences was made. A description was given as to what was
requested should they decide to participate. The instructions indicated that the forms
were to be completed anonymously. Participants were asked to fill out the
Demographic Form and then proceed to the first vignette. They were given one
vignette from both case one and case two. Following each case were the questions
described above regarding diagnosis and disposition.
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Design and Statisticai Procedures
The design employed in this study was experimental, a three-way full-factorial
repeated measures model, with two manipulated variables and one participant
variable, repeated over two conditions (male-prevalent and female-prevalent). There
were multiple dependent variables, all categorical (nominal level of measurement).
The independent variables included: sex of psychologist, sex of client, and level of
specificity of information given. The multiple dependent variables included: diagnosis,
further treatment recommendations, medication usage, and what type of medication.
Log-linear analysis of multi-variable contingency tables was used to test all
hypotheses through a model-fitting process. Separate analyses were conducted for
Case One, Case Two, and the Loring and Powell case, as methods for repeated
measures using log-linear analysis are not yet well established.

Hypotheses
There were four hypotheses in this study. Hypothesis 1. There will be no
differences in diagnoses given at different levels of information specificity.
Hypothesis 2. There will be no difference in diagnoses given by male and female
psychologists.
Hypothesis 3. There will be no difference in diagnoses given male and female
clients.
Hypothesis 4. There will be no interactions among therapist sex, client sex, and
information specificity with respect to diagnosis.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Introduction
The study involved two new cases in which amount of information given and sex of
client were manipulated, and a replication of Loring and Powell's (1988) research. A
sample of Psychologists (n = 814) who were listed in the National Register of Health
Service Providers in Psychology (1992) were mailed two of the three possible
scenarios. For the new cases, vignettes randomly varied the level of information
given to respondents; all cases randomly varied the sex of the client. Respondents
were asked to make a series of diagnostic and treatment decisions regarding the
cases based upon the information provided. Table 2 displays the distribution of
respondents according to the experimental variables. It demonstrates that
respondents evenly represented the independent variables. Results were analyzed
using a log-linear model to determine what variables were influential in making the
requested decisions and judgments.
The remainder of this chapter begins with a description of log-linear analysis and
its application to this study. Following this are the results of the gender bias
hypotheses for each case and the Loring and Powell replication.

Results of Log-linear Analysis of Gender Bias Hypotheses
Log-linear Analysis.
Contingency tables are generally conceived of in terms of a two-dimensional
format. Only two variables, as displayed by the rows and columns, make up the table
31
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Table 2

Case
One

L&P

Two

Total

Sex Psych.

Sex Client

Specif

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Female

Female

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

14
10
16
—
40

35.0
25.0
40.0
—
-

15
14
20
—
49

30.6
28.6
40.8
-

—
10
10

—
-

29
24
36
10
99

29.3
24.2
36.4
10.1
-

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

11
12
18
—
41

26.8
29.3
43.9
—
-

22
13
20
55

40.0
23.6
36.4
-

33
25
38
13
109

30.3
22.9
34.9
11.9
-•

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

15
15
13
—
43

34.9
34.9
30.2
-

16
15
20
—
51

31.4
29.4
39.2
-

14
14

—
-

31
30
33
14
108

28.7
27.8
30.6
13.0
-

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

16
15
13
44

36.4
34.1
29.5
-

26
22
16
64

40.6
34.4
25.0
-

—
14
14

—
-

42
37
29
14
122

34.4
30.3
23.8
11.5
-

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

29
25
29
83

34.9
30.1
34.9
-

31
29
40
100

31.0
29.0
40.0
-

—
24
24

__

60
54
69
24
207

29.0
26.1
33.3
11.6
-

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

27
27
31
—
85

31.8
31.8
36.5
-

48
35
36
119

40.3
29.4
30.3
-

_

_

—
27
27

-

75
62
67
27
231

32.5
26.8
29.0
11.7
-

Low
Med
High
L&P
Total

56
52
60
—
168

33.3
31.0
35.7
—

79
64
76
—
219

36.1
29.2
34.7
—

—
51
51

—
-

135
116
136
51
438

30.8
26.5
31.1
11.6

Male

Male

Female

Male

A ll

Female

Male

AU

A ll

—
-

13
13
_
-

-

-

-

-

Note: Sex Psych = Sex of Psychologist; Specif = Specificity; Mod = Moderate; L & P = Loring & Powell.
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(Hays, 1988). In this study, however, data were collected involving several variables.
The log-linear model allows concurrent analysis of such a set of variables in a multivariable contingency table, using a model-fitting process. One can test hypotheses by
developing models including any combination of the various effects. In a saturated
model, all effects are included in the analysis. Such a model gives a perfect fit to the
observed data, so that expected frequencies are equal to observed frequencies.
Modeling can be used to find the unsaturated model that has the fewest effects that
still closely fits the observed data (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989), or to test whether
including an effect improves the model fit. As Hays (1988) indicates, given the null
hypothesis that an effect is zero, the model allows for an estimate of the expected
frequencies in the data. The Likelihood ratio statistic, G^, is then computed to test
the goodness-of-fit of the model to the data. When a significant result is obtained,
then one rejects the hypothesis that the effects are zero, and concludes that the model
tested does not fit the data. Tabachnick and Fidell (1989) state that as Cp- is a test of
fit between observed and expected frequencies, a good model yields a nonsignificant
result. However, there frequently are many models that fit to some degree and a
determination must be made as to the one that fits best with the least number of
effects. This is accomplished by comparing models and examining the change in
degrees of freedom and Qp- between the two models.
Log-linear analysis was used in this study to examine models associated with
hypotheses of bias. Possible effects included specificity of information given to
respondents, sex of the respondent, and sex of the client. The null models, decisions
made independently of other variables such as gender, were examined initially in each
case. Hypothesized models were then explored followed by comparisons between
them.
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Results of Log-linear Analysis for Case One.
The first case involved a male prevalent diagnosis, cocaine intoxication. Vignettes
based on this case included three levels of increasingly specific diagnostically relevant
information with male and female clients at each level. Table 3 contains the obtained
frequencies of diagnostic and treatment decisions according to level of information
specificity for Case One. As can be seen, most persons responding (77.2% across the
three levels of information specificity) did not refer to DSM-III-R when making their
decisions. In addition, the vast majority of respondents felt that further information
was necessary to reach a firm diagnosis, even in the high specificity condition (95%).
Table 4 contains the obtained frequencies of accurate diagnostic decisions as divided
by sex of psychologist, sex of client, and level of information specificity. Making
accurate diagnoses (correctly identifying the underlying disorder, even in the absence
of enough information to meet diagnostic criteria) at the three levels of increasing
specificity were 8.9%, 28.8%, and 61.7% of respondents, respectively.
The first hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference in frequency
of diagnoses given at different specificity levels. Table 5 contains the results of the
log-linear analysis for Case One. It should be noted that "Accurate" does not
necessarily signify an appropriate diagnostic decision. "Accurate" refers to diagnoses
that reflected the underlying disorder, even if the amount of information presented was
not adequate to meet DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria for that diagnosis. Collapsing the
data in this manner was conducted to assist with statistical analysis. When the
model of diagnosis independent of other effects (he., specificity, respondent gender,
and client gender) was compared with the model including specificity effects (SRC,
DS), it was found that the latter fit the data significantly better (df = 4, A
g = <.001). Thus, null Hypothesis 1 was rejected for Case One.

= 40.34,
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Table 3
DIF Responses bv Information Specificity: Case One
Information. Specificity
Low
Variable

Category

f

High

Moderate

%

£

%

£

%

Total
£

%

Axis I diagnosis
5
Brief reactive psychosis
Major depression
0
Bipolar disorder, manic
14
with psychotic features
Schizophrenia, undifferentiated
5
Cocaine intoxication
5
Intermittent explosive disorder 0
5
Other
Defer
22

8.9
0.0

4
0

7.5
0.0

4
0

6.8
0.0

13
0

7.7
0.0

25
8.9
8.9
0.0
8.9
39.3

7
2
15
0
4
21

13.2
3.8
28.3
0.0
7.5
39.6

1
2
37
0
3
12

1.7
3,4
62.7
0.0
5.1
20.3

22
9
57
0
12
55

13.1
5.4
33.9
0.0
7.1
32.7

5
22
29

8.9
39.3
51.8

15
21
17

28.3
39.6
32.1

37
12
11

61.7
20.0
18.3

57
55
57

33.7
32.5
33.7

Diagnostic accuracy
Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Axis 11 diagnosis
Histrionic
.6
Paranoid
Antisocial
Dependent
Schizoid
Obsessive/compulsive
Other
Defer
No diagnosis

1

1.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1

9
0
0
1
0
1
40
4

16.1
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
1.8
71.4
7.1

8 16.3
0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0 0.0
0
0.0
0.0 0.0
38 77.6
3
6.1

5
8.5
1
1.7
0
0.0
0.0 0.0
0
0.0
1
1.7
47 79.7
5
8.5

22
1
0
1
0
2
125
12

13.4
.6
0.0
.6
0.0
1.2
76.2
7.3

10
45

18.2
81.8

11
41

21.2
78.8

17
43

28.3
71.7

38
129

22.8
77.2

53
3

94.6
5.4

44
6

88.0
12.0

57
3

95.0
5.0

154
12

92.8
7.2

0
5
3
4
40

0.0
0
11
9.6
5.8
1
7.7
3
770 __29

1
0.0
1.8
24 42.9
25.0
2.3
1
1.8
6.8
4
7.1
.65,9. . 26 _4£,4

1
40
5
11

.6
26.3
3.3
7.2
_62£

Used DSM-III-R
Yes
No
More evaluation necessary
Yes
No
What type
Neuropsychological
Medical
Personality
Other
-M asjfcaaas_______

Table 4
Diagnostic Decision Making by Sex of Psychologist, bv Sex of Client, by Information Specificity: Case One
Sex of Psychologist:
Sex of Client:

Female

A ll

Male

Female
A ll

Male

Female

A ll

Male

Female

A ll

Male

Information
Specificity

Category

f

%

f

%

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

3
6
5
14

21.4
42.9
35.7

0
5
6
11

45.5
54.5

f

%

f

%

1
4
10
15

6.7
26.7
66.7

f

%

f

%

1 6.3
7 43.8
8 50.0
16

2
11
18
31

6.5
35.5
58.1

f

%

%

f

%

1
3.7
12 44.4
14 51.9
27

5
22
29
56

8.9
39.3
51.8

f

Low

—

0 .0

—

3 12.0
11 44.0
11 44.0
—
25

—

-

4
10
15
29

13.8
34.5
51.7
-

-

On

Moderate
Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

1
4
5
10

10.0
40.0
50.0

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

10
3
3
16

62.5
18.8
18.8

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

14
13
13
40

35.0
32.5
32.5

—

8 66.7
3 25.0
1
8.3
12

9
7
6
22

40.9
31.8
27.3

13 72.2
4 22.2
1 5.6
18

23
7
4
34

67.6
20.6
11.8

21
12
8
41

35
25
21
81

43.2
30.9
25.9

-

2
6
7
15

13.3
40.0
46.7

7
2
4
13

53.8
15.4
30.8

10
12
21
43

23.3
27.9
48.8

-

4
7
4
15

26.7
46.7
26.7

7
3
3
13

53.8
23.1
23.1

12
17
15
44

27.3
38.6
34.1
-

-

6
13
11
30

20.0
43.3
36.7

14
5
7
26

53.8
19.2
26.9

22
29
36
87

25.3
33.3
41.4
-

-

3
10
12
25

12.0 12
40.0 10
48.0 5
27

44.4
37.0
18.5

17
5
7
29

58.6 20
17.2 7
24.1
4
- 31

24
25
34
83

28.9
30.1
41.0
-

15
20
17
52

28.8
38.5
32.7

64.5
22.6
12.9
-

37
12
11
60

61.7
20.0
18.3
-

38.8
34.1
27.1
-

57
54
57
168

33.9
32.1
33.9

-

-

High

—

-

-

-

-

A ll

-

51.2
29.3
19.5
-

-

-

33
29
23
85

-
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Tabled
Results of Logiinear Analysis of Gender Bias Model: Case One
Model

Effects

df

Q2

2

Diagnosis independent
of specificity, respondent
gender, and client gender

SRC, D

22

64.06

.000

Specificity only

SRC, DS

18

23.72

.16

Specificity and client gender

SRC, DS, DC

16

19.85

.23

Specificity and respondent
gender

SRC, DS, DR

16

18.49

.30

Specificity, respondent
gender & client gender

SRC, DS, DR, DC

14

14.56

.41

Specificity, client gender, and
respondent gender interaction

SRC, DSC, DSR.
DRC

4

4.77

.31

Model comparisons

Effects

df

&Q2

2

Diagnosis independent of
specificity, respondent
gender, & client gender
vs. specificity
only

SRC, D vs. SRC, DS

4

40.34

<.001

Specificity only vs.
specificity and client
gender

SRC, DS vs. SRC,
DS, DC

2

3.87

.20

Specificity only vs.
Specificity and respondent
gender

SRC, DS vs. SRC,
DS, DR

2

5.23

<.10

Specificity only vs.
Specificity, respondent
gender, and client
gender

SRC, DS vs. SRC
DS, DR, DC

4

9.16

<.10

Specificity, respondent gender,
and client gender vs. 3-way
interactions

SRC, DS, DR, DC,
vs. SRC, DSC, DSR,
DRC

10

9.79

>.50

Note: S - specificity, R = respondent gender, C = client gender, D = diagnosis
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Hypothesis 2 was that there would be no significant difference in the diagnoses given
by male and female psychologists. As reported in Table 5, addition of a psychologist
gender effect to the model (SRC, DS, DR) does not significantly improve fit beyond
the specificity only model (SRC, DS; df = 2, A

- 5 .23, p < .10). Thus, Hypothesis

2 . is not rejected.

Hypothesis 3 was that there would be no significant difference in diagnoses given
to male and female clients. The addition of a client gender effect to the model (SRC,
DS, DC) did not significantly improve model fit over and above that of specificity alone
(SRC, DS) as demonstrated in Table 5. The resulting change in fit was not significant
(df = 2, A

= 3.87, p = < .20). The null Hypothesis 3 for Case One was not rejected.

The null Hypothesis 4 was that there would be no significant interactions among
therapist gender, client gender, and mformauon specificity with respect to diagnosis.
When the all three-way interaction model (SRC, DSC, DRC, DRS) is compared with
the all two-way (additive effects) model (SRC, DS, DC, DR), the resulting change in
fit is not significant (df = 10, A

= 9.79, p = > .50)- Thus, for Case One, null

Hypothesis 4 was not rejected.

Results of Log-linear Analysis for Case Two,
The second case involved a female-prevalent diagnosis, major depression. Case
Two vignettes included three levels of increasingly specific diagnostically relevant
information with male and female clients at each level. Table 6 tabulates the
responses obtained for Case Two vignettes. As with Case One, most respondents
did not use the DSM-III-R in making their diagnostic decisions (88.1%) and most felt
that more evaluation was necessary before a firm diagnosis could be reached (73% in
the high specificity condition), though this is considerably less than the 95% for Case
One. Table 7 contains the obtained frequencies of accurate diagnostic decisions as
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lab!e_6
DIF Responses by Information Specificity: Case Two
Information Specificity
Low
Variable

Category

Moderate

High

Total

f

%

f

%

£

%

f

%

Axis I diagnosis

Diagnostic
accuracy

Bipolar disorder, dopressed
Dysthymia
Adjustment disorder Depressed mood
Multi-infarct dementia
Scl zoaffective disorder
Major depression
Other
Defer

0
7

0.0
9.0

0
7

0.0
10.9

2
12

76
15.8

2
26

.9
11.9

4
2
1
32
2
30

5.1
2.6
1.3
41.0
2.6
38.5

1
5
0
34
1
16

1.6
7.8
0.0
53.1
1.6
25.0

2
0
0
52
0
8

2.6
0.0
0.0
68.4
0.0
10.5

7
7
1
118
3
54

3.2
3.2
.5
54.1
1.4
24.8

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect

32
30
17

40.5
38.0
21.5

34
16
14

53.1
25.0
21.9

52
8
17

67.5
10.4
22.1

118
54
48

53.6
24.5
21.8

Axis II Diagnosis
Obsessive compulsive
Antisocial
Borderline
.9
Dependent
Narcissistic
Schizoid
Other
Defer
No diagnosis

0
0

0.0
0.0
0

1
0
0
0
53
23

1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
68.8
29.9

3
0
0
0
53
7

4.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
82.8
10.9

2
0
1
0
53
20

2.6
0.0
1.3
0.0
68.8
26.0

6
0
1
0
159
50

2.8
0.0
.5
0.0
72.9
22.9

Yes
No

10
69

12.7
87.3

11
52

17.5
82.5

5
72

6.5
93.5

26
193

11.9
88.1

Yes
No

70
7

90.9
9.1

51
11

82.3
17.7

54
20

73.0
27.0

175
38

82.2
17.8

Neuropsychological
Medical
Personality
Other
More than one

5
5
4
9
50

6.8
6.8
5.5
12.3
68.5

2
4
5
3
39

3.8
7.5
9.4
5.7
73.6

1
2
18
8
28

1.8
3.5
31.6
14.0
49.1

8
11
27
20
117

4.4
6.0
14.8
10.9
63.9

0
0
0.0

0.0
0.0
1

0
0
1.6

0.0
0.0
1

0
0
1.3

0.0
0.0
2

Used DSM-IH-R
More evaluation
necessary
What type

T'able 7
Diagnostic Decision Making by Sex of Psychologist by Sex of Client bv Information Specificity: Case Two

Sex of Client:
Information
Specificity

Female

Male

A ll

Male

Female

Sex of Psychologist:

A ll

Female

Male

f

Category

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

8
5
2
15

53.3
33.3
13.3
-

11
9
2
22

50.0
40.9
9.1
-

19
14
4
37

51.4
37.8
10.8
-

6
5
5
16

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

7
3
4
14

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

16 80.0
3 15.0
5.0
1
20
-

Accurate
Defer
Incorrect
Total

31
11
7
49

%

%

A ll

f

%

Female

f

%

Male

A ll

f

f

%

%

Low
37.5 7 26.9
31.3 11 42.3
31.3 8 30.8
—
—
26

13 31.0
16 38.1
13 31.0
—
42

14 45.2
10 32.3
7 22.6
—
31

18 37.5 32 40.5
20 41.7 30 38.0
10 20.8 17 21.5
79
48

- 1^

o

Moderate
50.0
21.4
28.6
-

8 61.5
4 30.8
1 7.7
13
-

15
7
5
27

55.6
25.9
18.5

11
2
7
20

27
5
8
40

67.5
12.5
20.0

30 54.5 61
15 27.3 26
10 18.2 17
104
55

58.7
25.0
16.3
-

8
2
5
15

53.3
13.3
33.3

11 50.0
7 31.8
4 18.2
22

19 51 4
9 24.3
9 24.3
37
-

15
5
9
29

51.7
17.2
31.0

13
2
5
20

65.0 11 68.8
10.0 1 6.3
25.0 4 25.0
—
16

24 66.7
3 8.3
9 25.0
36
-

29
5
6
40

72.5
12.5
15.0

27
9
15
51

52.9 29 45.3 56 48.7
17.6 19 29.7 28 24.3
29.4 16 25.0 31 27.0
64
115
-

58
20
22
100

58.0
20.0
22.0

—

—

19 54.3 34 53.1
11 31.4 16 25.0
5 14.3 14 21.9
—
64
35

High
55.0
10.0
35.0
-

-

22 61.1 51 67.1
3 8.3 8 10.5
11 30.6 17 22.4
36
76

A ll
63.3
22.4
14.3
-

-

59 49.6 117 53.4
34 28.6 54 24.7
26 21.8 48 21.9
119
-219
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Table 7 divided by sex of psychologist, sex of client, and level of information
specificity. Those choosing major depression as the diagnosis ranged from 40.5% in
the low specificity condition to 67.1% in the high specificity condition. In comparison,
only 8.9% of respondents selected the cocaine intoxication diagnosis in the low
specificity condition in Case One.
The first null hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference in
frequency of diagnoses given when information specificity is low, moderate, and high.
The model including specificity effect fit the data significantly better than the model of
diagnosis independent of specificity or other variables (df = 4, A

= \~j 9 p < oi).

Specificity appears to have affected diagnostic decisions and Hypothesis 1 is rejected
for the second case.
The second null hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference in the
frequency of diagnoses given by male and female psychologists. As displayed in
Table 8 , the model including both specificity and psychologist gender effects was
compared with the specificity only model. Addition of the psychologist gender effect
did not significantly improve model fit (df = 2, A

= 3.77, p > .10), therefore the

hypothesis is retained.
Hypothesis 3 was that there would be no significant difference in frequency of
diagnoses given to male and female clients. Client gender, when added to a model
that also included specificity, did not significantly improve the fit above that attained
by specificity alone (df = 2, A J ^ = 1.25, p = >.50). The gender of the client did not
have a significant effect on diagnosis beyond that of specificity. Hypothesis 3 is
retained for Case Two.
Hypothesis 4.0 was that there would be no significant interaction among therapist
gender, client gender, and information specificity with respect to diagnosis. As
reported in Table 8 , the model with interactions included did not significantly improve
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ReMts_of Loelinear Analysis of Gender Bias Model: Case Two
Model

Effects

df

Q2

P

Diagnosis independent
of specificity, respondent
gender, and client gender

SRC, D

22

36.35

.03

Specificity only

SRC, DS

18

18.45

.43

Specificity and respondent
gender

SRC, DS, DR

16

14.68

.55

Specificity and client gender

SRC, DS, DC

16

17.20

.37

Specificity, respondent
gender, client gender

SRC, DS, DR, DC

14

13.42

.49

Two-way interaction with
diagnosis

SRC, DSC, DSR,
DCS

4

3.95

.41

Model Comparisons

Effects

df

AQ2

P

Diagnosis independent of
specificity, respondent
gender, and client gender
vs. specificity only.

SRC. D vs. SRC, DS

4

17.9

.01

Specificity only vs.
specificity and respondent
gender

SRC, DS vs.
SRC, DS, DR

2

3.77

>.10

Specificity only vs.
specificity and client gender

SRC, DS vs.
SRC, DS, DC

2

1.25

>.50

Specificity only vs.
specificity, respondent
gender, and client gender

SCR, DS-SRC, DS
DR, DC

4

5.03

.30

Additive effects only vs.
two-way interaction with
diagnosis

SRC, DS, DR, DC vs.
SRC, DSC, DSR, DRC

10

9.47

>.30.

N ote: S = specificity, R = respondent gender, C = client gender, D = diagnosis.

model fit beyond that of an additive effects model (df = 10, A Q?- = 9.47, p = > .30).
Hypothesis 4 is retained for Case Two.
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Case Three: Results of Log-linear Analysis for Loring and Powell Replication.
Vignettes for this case did not manipulate information specificity, but presented a
single scenario with the gender of the client varied. In the Loring and Powell study,
two scenarios were used and this study replicated one of them. Those authors
hypothesized that when gender difference between therapist and client occurs, more
error or wider variation in diagnosis should take place. They found that opposite sex
dyads resulted in less "accurate" diagnoses. The modal diagnostic response given by
psychiatrists for this case in the Loring and Powell study was chronic, undifferentiated
schizophrenia. Table 9 contains the obtained frequencies of diagnostic and treatment
decisions according to sex of the client and sex of the psychologist. As can be seen,
only 2.0% of all respondents reached the diagnostic conclusion of undifferentiated
schizophrenia. Instead, 47.1% of the psychologists deferred, while 25.5% indicated
major depression with psychotic features. Table 10 demonstrates that major
depression was selected as the diagnosis by 34.8% and 17.9% of the male and female
respondents, respectively. Due to the small sample size, data were collapsed into
three diagnostic categories for statistical analysis.
Hypothesis 1 dealt with information specificity. This variable was not
manipulated in the Loring and Powell case. Hypothesis 2 was that there would be no
significant difference in frequency of diagnoses given by male and female
psychologists. Table 11 presents the results of log-linear analysis for the Loring and
Powell case. The model of diagnosis alone provided adequate fit to the data, although
addition of respondent gender to the model improved fit by an amount approaching
significance (df = 2, A

= 5 .0 7 , g = < .10).

Hypothesis 3 was that there would be no significant difference in frequency of
diagnoses given between male and female clients. Client gender did not significantly

Table 9

PSF Responses, by Sex of Psychologist, bv Sex of Client: Coring and Powell Case
Sex of Psychologist:
Sex of Client:
Variable
Axis I
diagnosis

Axis II
diagnosis

Used DSMIII-R
More evaluation Necessary

Female
Mai p

Female

Male
All

Female

All
All

Male

Male

Female

All

Category

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

f

%

Brief reactive psychosis
Major depression with
Psychotic features
Bipolar disorder, manic
with psychotic features
Schizophrenia,
undifferentiated
Cocaine intoxication
Intermittent explosive
disorder
Other
Defer

1

10.0

1

7.7

2

8.7

3

21.4

2

14.3

5

17.9

4

16.7

3

11.1

7

13.7

4

40.0

4

30.8

8

34.8

3

21.4

2

14.3

5

17.9

7

29.2

6

22.2

13

25.5

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

1
0

7.1
0.0

1
0

3.6
0.0

0.0
0

0.0
0.0

1
0

3.7
0.0

1
0

2.0
0.0

0
1
4

0.0
10.0
40.0

0
0.0
8

0.0
0.0
61.5

0
1
12

0.0
4.3
52.2

1
2
5

7.1
14.3
35.7

0.0
2
7

0.0
14.3
50.0

1
4
12

3.6
14.3
42.9

1
3
9

4.2
12.5
37.5

0
2
15

0.0
7.4
55.6

1
5
24

2.0
9.8
47.1

Histrionic
Paranoid
Antisocial
Dependent
Schizoid
Obsessive comoulsive
Other
Defer
No diagnosis

0
1
0.0
2
0
0
0
6
0.0

0.0
11.1
0.0
22.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
66.7
0.0

0
2
0.0
4
0
0
0
6
1

0.0
15.4
0.0
30.8
0
0
0
46.2
7.7

0
3
0.0
6
0.0
0.0
0.0
12
1

0.0
13.6
0.0
27.3
0
0
0
54.5
4.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
7
0.0
0.0
0.0
6
1

0
0.0
0.0
50.0
0
0
0
42.9
7.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
2
0.0
0.0
0.0
9
1

0
0.0
0.0
16.7
0
0
0
75.0
8.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
9
0.0
0.0
0.0
15
2

0
0.0
0.0
34.6
0
0
0
57.7
7.7

0.0
1
0.0
9
0.0
0.0
0.0
12
1

0
4.3
0.0
39.1
0
0
0
52.2
4.3

0.0
2
0.0
6
0.0
0.0
0.0
15
2

0
8.0
0.0
24.0
0
0
0
60.0
8.0

0
3
0.0
15
0
0
0
27
3

0.0
6.3
0.0
31.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
56.3
6.3

Yes
No

3
7

30.0
70.0

1
12

7.7
92.3

4
19

17.4
82.6

3
11

21.4
78.6

2
12

14.3
85.7

5
23

17.9
82.1

6
18

25.0
75.0

3
24

11.1
88.9

9
42

17.6
92.4

Yes
No

7
2

77.8
22.2

13
0.0

100
0.0

20
2

90.9
9.1

12
1

92.3
7.7

11
1

91.7
8.3

23
2

92.0
8.0

19
3

86.4
13.6

24
1

96.0
4.0

43
4

91.5
8.5

Table 9 continued

What type
Neuropsychological
Medical
Personality
Other
More than one

0.0
0.0
2
1
__5

0.0
0.0
25,0
12.5
62.5

0.0
1
2
3
7

0.0
7.7
15.4
23.1
53.8

0.0
1
4
4
12

.00
4.8
19.0
19.0
57.1

1
0.0
3.0
0.0
9

7.7
0.0
23.1
0.0
69.2

0.0
0.0
3
1
7

0.0
0.0
27.3
9.1
63.6

1
0.0
6
1
16

4.2
0.0
25.0
4.2
66.6

1
0.0
5
1
14

4.8
0.0
23.8
4.8
66.7

0.0
1
5
4
14

0.0
4.2
20.8
16.7
51,3

2.2
1
1
2.2
22.2
10
11.1
5
2S __62L2
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Table 10
Diagnostic Decision by Sex of Psychologist bv Sex of Client: Loring and Powell Case
Sex of Client

Female

Male

A ll

Sex of Psychologist

Diagnostic Decision

£

%

£

%

f

%

Female

Major depression

4

40.0

4

30.8

8

34.8

Other

2

20.0

1

7.7

3

13.0

Defer

4

40.0

8

61.5

12

52.2

Total

10

-

13

-

23

Major depression

3

21.4

2

14.3

5

17.9

Other

6

42.9

5

35.7

11

39.3

Defer

5

35.7

7

50.0

12

42.9

Total

14

-

14

-

28

-

Male

improve the fst above that attained by the diagnosis only model (df = 2, A

-

= 1.7, g =

< .50). Hypothesis 3 is retained for the Loring and Powell case.
Hypothesis 4 involved the interaction of therapist sex, client sex, and information
specificity. This hypothesis does not apply to this case, as information specificity was
not manipulated. It is possible, however, to test for interaction of client and
psychologist gender with respect to diagnosis. The model including client gender,
psychologist gender, and diagnosis is saturated (df = 0, Q? = 0). Comparison of the
saturated model with any of the alternative models in Table 11 yields non-significant
improvements in model fit to the data. Consequently, the hypothesis of no interaction
of client gender and respondent gender with diagnosis is accepted.
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Table 11
Results of Loglinear Analysis of Gender Bias Model: Loring and Powell Case
Model

Effects

df

Q2

P

Diagnosis independent of
respondent gender and client
gender

RC, D

6

7.00

.321

Client gender only

RC, DC

4

5.30

.258

Respondent gender only

RC. DR

4

1.93

.748

Client gender and respondent
gender

RC, DC, DR

2

.35

.841

Model comparisons

Effects

df

AO2

P

Diagnosis independent of
respondent gender and client
gender vs. client gender effect

RC, D vs.RC, DC

2

1.7

<.50

Diagnosis independent of
RC, D vs.RC, DR
respondent gender and client
gender vs. respondent gender effect

2

5.07

<.10

Diagnosis independent of
respondent gender and client
gender vs. client gender and
respondent gender

4

6.65

<.20

RC, D vs. RC, DC,
DR

Note: R = respondent, C = client gender, D = diagnosis.

Summary of Gender Bias Results Across the Three Cases.
There were no significant differences found between female and male
psychologists in their diagnostic decisions in any of the three cases. The model of
specificity alone, or diagnosis alone in the Loring and Powell replication, best fit the
data with no other model significantly improving upon it.
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Significant differences were found in the frequency of diagnoses given when
information specificity was varied among the three levels of low, moderate, and high.
Both Case One and Case Two demonstrated that differential diagnostic decisions
were made depending upon the amount of information presented.
No significant differences were found in diagnoses given female and male clients.
Thus, gender of the client was not found to play a significant role in the diagnostic
decision making process.
There were no interactions found among therapist sex, client sex, and information
specificity. The amount of information given best explained the resulting decisions
made by respondents.
In summary, neither therapist sex nor client sex, nor their interaction significantly
impacted the diagnostic outcome in the present study. The amount of diagnostically
relevant information, however, played a significant part in the making of a diagnosis.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Gender Bias in Diagnosis
The purpose of this portion of the study was to examine the effects of the gender of
the client, the gender of the psychologist, and the amount of information given upon
diagnostic and treatment decisions. As research has been divided on the occurrence
of bias in therapy (e.g., Oyster-Nelson & Cohen, 1981; Warner, 1979) and as past
studies do not appear to have controlled for the amount of information given to
therapists to reach diagnostic decisions, this approach represented a potentially useful
means of understanding and exploring the treatment decision making process.
The null hypotheses that there would be no significant difference in frequency of
diagnoses given by female and male psychologists, that there would be no significant
difference in frequency of diagnoses given between male and female clients, and that
there would be no significant interactions among therapist sex, client sex, and
information specificity, were all retained in each of the relevant cases. In the two
cases in which specificity was manipulated, that variable best accounted for the
variation seen in responses. Thus, the null hypothesis that there would be no
difference in frequency of diagnoses given when information specificity is varied
between low, moderate, and high levels was rejected in favor of the alternative that
information specificity significantly influences diagnostic decision making. This is
consistent with Locksley, et al. (1980) and Stearns, Penner, and Kimmel (1980) who
concluded that relevant information overrides stereotyping. Greater amounts of such
information impact decisions by directing them toward increasing "accuracy."
49
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The results of these hypotheses suggest that a diagnosis is not dependent upon
the gender of the person giving it or the gender of the client. This certainly is at odds
with much research. How can one deny the effect of differences in gender and
therefore understanding (Loring & Powell, 1988) or the effects of having
preconceptions (Darley & Gross, 1983)? One possibility is that sample differences
have occurred. Differences in geographical regions may result in varied findings. As a
nationwide sample was utilized, this study is more likely, than those which used a
regional sample, to assess the current state of sex bias in the field in general.
Other sampling differences may involve the fact that this study used the National
Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology from which to draw. While this is
a voluntary listing, it could be argued that it represents a subgroup of psychologists
who are licensed. Even though its requirements for inclusion are minimal, they may
exclude many licensed psychologists. In addition, it is possible, as it is voluntary, that
it attracts only a subgroup of licensed psychologists that are not representative of
psychologists as a whole in the sense that persons who elect to do so or work in
environments where it is expected to be listed may be somehow different from those
who do not.
Of course, a major sampling difference between Loring and Powell's (1988) study
and this one is the profession from which the sample was drawn. Loring and Powell
used psychiatrists. The difference in training and experience between psychiatrists
and psychologists is considerable and could account for the different results.
Psychiatry, and medicine as a whole, places great emphasis on diagnosis. Scoggin
(1979) wrote that the main attribute of a capable internist is not the ability to treat
disase, but is to accurately determine a diagnosis. According to Kingsbury (1987),
many psychologists, on the other hand, view the medical model negatively and
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perceive psychiatric nosology as unimportant or an actual hindrance to effective
treatment. Even using diagnostic terminology is sometimes seen by psychologists as
an acceptance of the medical model. Kingsbury (1987) goes on to indicate severeal
areas of difference between the two fields. It is possible that the differing
perspectives between psychiatry and psychology on research and science may affect
the diagnostic process. Psychologists are taught to accumulate information slowly
based upon proper research methods and that science is a method of inquiry more than
a set of facts. Medicine tends to view science as a set of facts, a fund of information.
Kingsbury suggests the effect of this may be that psychiatrists are more certain of
their information than they should be, whereas psychologists are more hesitant than
they need to be. Differences in training experiences are also quite significant.
Psychologists are often given small caseloads while in training. This allows one to
invest much time and attention to each client. In addition psychologists may spend
many hours testing, interpreting, and writing up results from a psychological
assessment. Psychiatrists frequently are given the responsibility of seeing a large
number of patients from the beginning of their residency and are required to triage
numerous patients each week. Decision making is taught and learned differently in
the two disciplines. Such differences seem to suggest that psychologists are
constantly in thought while psychiatrists are constantly in action (Kingsbury, 1987).
How do these differences affect diagnosis? Psychologists may be less willing to make
a definitive decision with little information. Psychologists may be less familiar with
the DSM-III-R and may feel more uncomfortable with its use. They also may see less
of a need to determine a diagnosis as many do not believe its relevance to treatment
and psychologists may not wish to stigmatize a client with a diagnosis, particularly
when little information is available. These differences may certainly have had an effect
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on the findings and may explain the differences in results obtained between this study
and Loring and Powell's (1988).
In addition, professional changes may have taken place in psychology during the
time span between 1970 when the Broverman et al. study was conducted and the
present. With increasing literature regarding feminist therapy available, the results
may reflect a greater awareness of bias and improved sensitivity to its presence. It
should be noted that nearly 47% of those responding had 15 years of experience or
less. Younger psychologists may be more aware of the effects of bias due to societal
change in general regarding women's issues and to increased efforts on the part of
academic departments to provide instruction on the presence of bias.
Yet while there are many possibilities regarding the findings and their
reconciliation with discrepant findings from other studies, the result remains that
neither sex of the client, the sex of the psychologist, nor their interaction among
themselves or with information specificity played a significant part in diagnosis in this
study. This supports Smith's (1980) conclusion in which she stated that, when taken
as a whole, there was nc evidence of bias occurring in therapy. Psychologists in the
present study responded to the information given and based decisions upon that
information. There was no evidence of prevalence rate (e.g., depression with women)
resulting in an over- or mis-diagnosing of women. Without evidence of bias involving
opposite sex dyads, the validity of Loring and Powell's 0988) construct of "gender
distance" and its impact on diagnosis is called into question. The concept of gender
distance proposes that diagnoses will be more "accurate" when the client and
therapist are of the same sex. No such variation in diagnostic accuracy was found. It
would appear from the results of this study, then, that gender pairings may not be a
major concern when considering the accuracy of a diagnosis. While gender pairings
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may be important from the client's perspective and from a therapeutic perspective,
they do not appear to be a factor in terms of accuracy according to DSM-III-R criteria.
Although it is reasonable to believe that the respondents had diagnostic expectations
for the client, no evidence for their effect on diagnosis emerged. It may be, as
Loeksley's et al. (1980) results suggest, that therapists indeed have their own biases,
but these do not alter their diagnostic process with their clients. As diagnosis is
thought to lead to a general therapeutic intervention (DSM-III-R, 1987; Zeldow,
1978), it might be speculated that treatment directions based upon diagnoses would
also not be affected by expectations. If no evidence is found for diagnostic bias, then it
would follow that therapeutic bias is perhaps less likely, as well; at least as a
consequence of diagnostic errors. Opposite-sex dyads in therapy would not carry a
negative connotation and be contraindicated, except as necessary for specific
treatment goals and /or client preference.
The finding that the model of specificity alone best accounted for the variation in
diagnoses would suggest that information, if it is diagnostically relevant, will at least
minimize bias, if it were present, to the point where it is not a major factor.
Information, it appears, was used in an appropriate manner to guide psychologists to
reach a diagnostic conclusion. The finding that specificity was important in diagnosis,
particularly when combined with the Locksley et al. (1980) conclusion that
individualized, relevant information overrides stereotyping, raises an interesting point.
It may be that past research that has utilized an analogue approach and uncovered
bias did not provide adequate information to subjects upon which to base their
decisions. The failure of replicating Loring and Powell's (1988) finding of bias when
using one of their original scenarios as a case stimulus suggests the presence of an
effect stemming from sample differences. It remains open, however, whether those
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who found positive results indicating the presence of bias in previous studies found
bias which was mediated by specificity. This is because in this study, bias was not
found even when specificity was low. Diagnostic responding, though, was clearly
affected by information specificity. Information availability then is imperative in
studies that examine diagnosis. Researchers must be certain that information that is
presented to subjects is sufficient to meet criteria for diagnoses according to the
DSM-III-R, if that is the aim of the study. Without such information and without the
availability of the client to gain further information, as in an analogue study, one is at a
disadvantage and responding may become biased.
Without doubt, bias still exists and in some cases is quite pronounced. On an
individual basis bias can be devastating and have long-term consequences. This
study suggests that the prevalence of bias, though, is not great and it is not a
frequent, widespread occurrence.

Limitations
An obvious limitation of the study is the analogue method that was used. HareMustin (1983) discussed the transparent nature of this method with the resulting
tendency of subjects to respond in what is perceived as the socially appropriate
manner. Respondents may be on their best behavior, so to speak, in any study
whether it is an analogue or not. However, if this is the case, teasing out the effects
that stem from a lack of bias from those that are due to socially desirable responding
is very difficult. Results negative for bias must be interpreted with caution.
Also, respondents were not allowed to interact with the client. Bias guides one's
style of interaction with another which results in behavior that confirms the bias
(Darley & Gross, 1983). The direct involvement with the other person can elicit
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information that is consistent with expectations. By preventing contact with the
client, bias may not be allowed to become apparent. Information is concisely and
quickly delivered to the subject in an analogue study. By having information readily
available in a brief format, the ability of bias to find supporting data may be greatly
hindered with the result being that bias is not exhibited.
The relatively low response rate, 27%, is a limitation. Those who responded may
not be representative of the body of psychologists who are listed in the National
Register. The sample may be self-selected to inc'ude a majority of those who are not
biased, do not allow bias to influence decisions, or who are "experiment-wise" and
responded with acceptable answers, though the decisions may not reflect what they
do in their practices.
In addition, in Case Two the symptoms described a depressive condition,
symptoms that are more prevalent in females than in males. As a result, the correct
diagnosis coincided with expectations and base-rate data. It may be that if similar
symptoms were given, but actually described a different diagnosis such as multiinfarct dementia, major depression would have continued to be diagnosed for women.
This study did not address bias in the actual therapeutic process, but instead
focused on decision-making factors. While it is held that diagnosis and treatment are
intertwined and that general treatment directions may be guided by diagnosis, the
more subtle aspects of psychotherapy, such as the content of interaction between
therapist and client, are yet to be fully explored. The results of this study cannot
comment on the presence of bias in these other qualities of treatment.
A final limitation is insufficient statistical power. Due to the complex nature of the
statistical technique utilized, it is not clear what size effects may have been able to be
detected.
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Recommendations For Future Research
Continued research is needed that explores bias from a more naturalistic
perspective. Such a possibility involves videotaping initial interviews with persons
posing as clients and allowing therapists to make diagnostic judgments on the basis of
such information. This would provide an expanded range of information available to
the therapist and would more closely resemble what transpires in actual sessions
than analogue studies allow. Symptoms and prevalence rates of diagnoses could still
be manipulated. Results of structured diagnostic interviews could be included to
standardize symptom expression. In addition, asking respondents, after reaching a
diagnosis, to recall and describe information on which they based their decision would
be a useful and novel approach to investigating for the presence of bias.
Also, studies that allow for actual interaction between therapist and client are
needed. Training persons to perform a role and respond to questions in an
appropriate, role-defined, manner could accomplish this. While these would be
expensive, time-consuming studies with limitations in sample size and geographical
location, such studies could be invaluable in exploring the subtle nuances of diagnostic
interviewing. By being able to interview the patient directly, therapists would not be
dependent upon the information given to them that is prepared by the researcher.
Instead they would gather their own information upon which to make a diagnosis.
Such a process is what occurs in clinical settings and therefore may reveal findings
that are not apparent from other methods.
In addition to examining the diagnostic and treatment decisions obtained during a
live interview as described above, a content analysis of the dialogue between
therapist and client could be done. Even should the diagnosis be determined to be
correct., other parts of the involvement between the two persons could be indicative of
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an expression of bias. Confirming strategies, leading questions, condescending
styles, or a lack of understanding or empathy are all elements of bias and/or "gender
distance" that would not be apparent in analogue studies, but could be explored in live
scenarios. While diagnosis and treatment are thought to be linked, differences in
therapeutic style that represent bias may still occur.
Finally, research has shown that communication styles that are associated with
stereotypical presentation of females and males (i.e., expressive versus unexpressive
and stoic) are involved in differential diagnosis (Bernstein & Kane, 1981). This
deserves attention and could be varied systematically. Past findings of gender bias on
the part of the therapist may be related to communication styles. By varying the
expressive patterns of male and female clients randomly and having therapists
respond to the information given, the impact this variable has on diagnosis can be
examined.
An additional explanation for the variability noted across earlier studies is that
many that failed to detect bias may have been of low power. If a set of similar studies
can be identified, then meta-analysis could be used to give a better estimate of bias
effects.

Condusien
In this study of the effect of level of information specificity on diagnosis in analogue
studies, the amount of information presented was the most influential component of
the decision making process. The specificity of data given upon which psychologists
based their impressions resulted in differential diagnostic decisions. This finding
indicates that it is imperative to ensure that enough information upon which to base a
decision is provided to subjects in future investigations. It is still unclear whether
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bias found in previous studies has been mediated by information specificity as this
study did not find evidence for bias even when specificity was low.
The lack of findings indicating bias suggest that it may be time to move beyond
analogue studies and investigate using other methods. Research involving a more
naturalistic approach is required to further explore bias and also its presence in
aspects of therapy other than diagnosis and treatment planning.

Appendix A
Case \ ignettes
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Case One
A woman is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. The friend states that the woman
needs help, that she might get hurt. 'When questioned; the woman excitedly states that "my house is filled
with giant bugs." She describes these in great detail. While talking, she continually looks about her at
others in the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The woman appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
She speaks quite loudly and states that when she leaves she will go and talk with the mayor about
how "this hospital should be run." She repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize society." She
states that she knows that "you"re all looking at me", but says she "understands."
The friend who brought her in will not cooperate and therefore no further useful information is
gained.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision y ou would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer

1
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
___ _ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________ _______
____h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____a) neuropsychological_____
____b) medical_____
____ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
_____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)___________________
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Case One
A man is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. The friend states that the man needs
help, that he might get hurt. When questioned, the man excitedly states that "my house is filled with
giant bugs.” He describes these in great detail. While talking, he continually looks about him at others in
the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The man appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
He speaks quite loudly and states that when he leaves he will go and talk with the mayor about how
"this hospital should be run," He repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize s.. lety." He states
that he knows "you’re all looking at me", but says he "understands."
The friend who brought him in will not cooperate and therefore no further useful information is
gained.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood mcongrucnt)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
__ _ g) other (please specify one diagnosis) ____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personalty disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (pie?sf specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) det'e'
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessaiy to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological_____
____b) medical_____
___ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)___________________
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Case One
A woman is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. Trie friend states that the woman
needs help, that she might get hurt. When questioned, the woman excitediy states that "my house is filled
with giant bugs.' .She describes these in great detail. While talking, she continually looks about her at
others in the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The woman appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
She speaks quite loudly and states that when she leaves she will go and talk with the mayor about
how "this hospital should be run.” She repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize society." She
states that she knows "you're all looking at me", but says she understands. However, a short time later she
becomes increasingly agitated and screams at a staff person across the room who is not involved to "stop
staring at me" and she threatens to "kill” them.
Her vital signs indicate an elevation of heart rate and blood pressure. It is noted that she is sweating
profusely.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
__ _ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
___ _ f) intermittent explosive disorder
____ g) other (please specify one magnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
__ _ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
___ _ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____ b) medical_____
____ c) personality_____
____ d) other (please specify) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
_____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g,, Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)___________________
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Case One
A man is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. The friend states that the man needs
help, that he might get hurt. When questioned, the man excitedly states that "my house is filled with
giant bugs." He describes these in great detail. While talking, he continually looks about him at others in
the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The man appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
He speaks quite loudly and states that when he leaves he will go and talk with the mayor about how
"this hospital should be run." He repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize society." He states
that he knows "you’re all looking at me”, but says he "understands." However, a short time later he
becomes increasingly agitated and screams at a staff person across the room who is not involved to "stop
staring at me" and he threatens to "kill" them.
His vital signs indicate an elevation of heart rate and blood pressure. It is noted that he is sweating
profusely.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____b) medical_____
____ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify ) ____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication nece

y?

____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)____________________
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Case One
A woman is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. The friend states that the woman
needs help, that she might get hurt. When questioned, the woman excitedly states that ".ny house is filled
with giant bugs." She describes these in great detail. While talking, she continually looks about her at
others in the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The woman appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
She speaks quite loudly and states that when she leaves she will go and talk with the mayor about
how "this hospital should be run." She repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize society." She
states that she knows "you're all looking at me", but says she "understands." However, a short time later
she becomes increasingly agitated and screams at a staff person across the room who is not involved to
"stop staring at me" and she threatens to "kill" them.
Her vital signs indicate an elevation of heart rate and blood pressure. It is noted that she >s sweating
profusely and her pupils are dilated. When questioned, the friend states that the woman bought "crack"
and used some shortly before being brought in.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
___ _ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personally disorder
_ _

g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________

____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____ b) medical_____
___ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify ) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)____________________
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Case One
A man is brought into a hospital emergency room by a friend. The friend states that the man needs
help, that he might get hurt. When questioned, the man excitedly states that ”my house is filled with
giant bugs." He describes these in great detail. While talking, he continually looks about him at others in
the emergency room as well as at the walls and ceiling. The man appears agitated and exhibits
considerable psychomotor activity.
He speaks quite loudly and states that when he leaves he will go and talk with the mayor ab^ut how
"this hospital should be run." He repeatedly describes ideas "that will revolutionize society.” He states
that he knows "you're all looking at me", but says he "understands." However, a short time later he
becomes increasingly agitated and screams at a staff person across the room who is not involved to "stop
staring at me” and he threatens to "kill" them.
His vital signs indicate an elevation of heart rate and blood pressure. It is noted that he is sweating
profusely and his pupils are dilated. When questioned, the friend states that the man bought "c ‘ack" and
used some shortly before being brought in.

Diagnostic Impiv ssion Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
___ _ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder

___ c)

antisocial personality disorder

____ d) dependent personality disorder
___ _ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____b) medical_____
____ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
_ _ _ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)____________________
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Case Two
A woman is seen in the office who states she has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. She
says she does not "enjoy anything anymore." Her interest in activities that had been pleasurable is greatly
lessened. When asked how she spends her time she responded that "during most of my free time I'm
indoors watching television or in bed."
The interaction she and her husband have with others is diminished, rarelv having contact with
friends. She reports that her husband is frustrated and concerned due to these changes in their lifestyle.
She complains of not being able to concentrate on "things, I don't know, all kinds of things" which
affects her ability to think clearly. She has difficulty explaining similarities and differences between sets
of words and the meaning of proverbs. She also cannot remember four numbers given and asked of her five
minutes later. She cries briefly during the interview.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case Two
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
d) multi-infarct dementia
____ e) schizoaffective disorder
____ f) major depression, single episode
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ b) antisocial personality disorder
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____ c) borderline personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) narcissistic personality disorder
____ f) schizoid personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)______________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary :o reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological
____b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)______________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiaziues (e.g., Mellaril, Sereniii)
____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)_________________________

5. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case One ?
____ Yes
____ No

6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
No
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Case Two
A man is seen in the office who states he has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. He
says he does not "enjoy anything anymore." His interest in activities that hac been pleasurable is greatly
lessened. When asked how he spends his time he responded that "during most of my free time I'm indoors
watching television or in bed.”
The interaction he and his wife have with others is diminished, rarely having contact with friends. He
reports that his wife is frustrated and concerned di.e to these changes in their lifestyle.
He complains of not being able to concentrate on "things, I don't know, ail kinds of things" which
affects his ability to think clearly. He has difficulty explaining similarities and differences between sets
of words and the meaning of proverbs. He also cannot remember four numbers given and asked of him five
minutes later. He cries briefly during the interview.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case Two
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
____ d) multi-infarct dementia
____ e) schizoaffective disorder
____ f) major depression, single episode
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
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____ b) antisocial personality disorder
____ c) borderline personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) narcissistic personality disorder
____ f) schizoid personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
___ _ a) neuropsychological
____ b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)________________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)_________________________

5. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case One?
____ Yes
No

6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
____ No
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Case Two
A woman is seen in the office who states she has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. She
says she does not "enjoy anything anymore." She later goes on to say she has felt "really unhappy, awful."
Her interest in activities that had been pleasurable is greatly lessened. When asked how she spends her
time she responded that "during most of my free time I'm indoors watching television or in bed."
The interaction she and her husband have with others is diminished, rarely having contact with
friends. She reports that her husband is frustrated and concerned due to these changes in their lifestyle.
She denies any previous history of a manic episode and she complains of not being able to concentrate
on "things, I don't know, all kinds of things" which affects her ability to think clearly. She has difficulty
explaining similarities and differences between sets of words and the meaning of proverbs. She also
cannot remember four numbers given and asked of her five minutes later. She cries briefly during the
interview. There are no reported significant life stressors in the past twelve months and she does not
exhibit delusions, hallucination, or other psychotic symptomatology.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case Two
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
____ d) multi-infarct dementia
__ _ e) schizoaffective disorder
____ f) major depression, single episode
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)______________________________
____ h) defer
2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
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____ b) antisocial personality disorder
____ c) borderline personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) narcissistic personality disorder
____ f) schizoid personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)__________ ____________________
____ h) defer

___ i)

no diagnosis on Axis II

3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological
____b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)________________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g„ Xanax, Tranxene)
___ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lidiium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)_________________________

5. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case One?
___ Yes
No

6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
No
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C ase Two
A man is seen in the office who states he has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. He says
he does not "enjoy anything anymore.” He later goes on to say he has felt "really unhappy, awful." His
interest in activities that had been pleasurable is greatly lessened. When asked how he spends his time he
responded that "during most of my free time I'm indoors watching television or in bed."
The interaction he and his wife have with others is diminished, rarely having contact with friends. He
reports that his wife is frustrated and concerned due to these changes in their lifestyle.
He denies any previous history of a manic episode and he complains of not being able to concentrate on
"things, I don't know, all kinds of things" which affects his ability to think clearly. He has difficulty
explaining similarities and differences between sets of words and the meaning of proverbs. He also cannot
remember four numbers given and asked of him five minutes later. He cries briefly during the interview.
There are no reported significant life stressors in the past twelve months and he does not exhibit
delusions, hallucinations, or other psychotic symptomatology.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case Two
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
____ d) multi-infarct dementia
____ e) schizoaffective disorder
____ f) major depression, single episode
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
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2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ b) antisocial personality disorder
____ c) borderline personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) narcissistic personality disorder
____ f) schizoid personality disorder
___ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II

3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological
____ b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)_______________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
_____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)___________________________

5. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case One?
____ Yes
No
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6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
____ No
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Case Two
A woman, whom was referred by a physician who found no organic involvement or substance abuse, is
seen in the office and states she has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. She says she does not
"enjoy anything anymore." She later goes on to say she has felt "really unhappy, awful” and that she has
considerable trouble getting to sleep at night and staying asleep. Her interest in activities that had been
pleasurable is greatly lessened. When asked how she spends her time she responded that "during most of
my free time I’m indoors watching television or in bed." She states she has felt and "been like this for a
few months."
The interaction she and her husband have with others is diminished, rarely having contact with
friends. She reports that her husband is frustrated and concerned due to these changes in her and their
lifestyle.
She denies any previous history of a manic or depressive episode and she complains of not being able to
concentrate on "things, I don't know, all kinds of things" which affects her ability to think clearly. She
has difficulty explaining similarities and differences between sets of words and the meaning of proverbs.
She also cannot remember four numbers given and asked of her five minutes later. She cries briefly during
the interview. There are no reported significant life stressors in the past twelve months and she does not
exhibit delusions, hallucinations, or other psychotic symptomatology.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case Two
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
____ d) multi-infarct dementia
____ e) schizoaffective disorder
____ 0 major depression, single episode
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____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____h) defer

2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ b) antisocial personality disorder
____ c) borderline personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
___ _ e) narcissistic personality disorder
____ f) schizoid personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)______________________________
____ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II

3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological
____ b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)_______________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No

If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
_____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)________________________
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5. Did you consult the DSM-IH-R for Case One?
____ Yes
____ No

6. Did you consult the DSM-HI-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
____ No
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Case Two
A man, whom was referred by a physician who found no organic involvement or substance abuse, is
seen in the office and states he has been feeling "down" lately and has little energy. He says he doss not
"enjoy anything anymore." He later goes on to say he has felt "really unhappy, awful" and that he has
considerable trouble getting to sleep at night and staying asleep. His interest in activities that had been
pleasurable is greatly lessened. When asked how he spends his time he responded that "during most of my
free time I'm indoors watching television or in bed." He states he has felt and "been like this for a few
months."
The interaction he and his wife have with others is diminished, rarely having contact with friends. He
reports that his wife is frustrated and concerned due to these changes in him and their lifestyle.
He denies any previous history of a manic or depressive episode and he complains of not being able to
concentrate on "things, I don't know, all kinds of things" which affects his ability to think clearly. He has
difficulty explaining similarities and differences between sets of words and the meaning of proverbs. He
also cannot remember four numbers given and asked of him five minutes later. He cries briefly during the
interview. There are no reported significant life stressors in the past twelve months and he does not
exhibit delusions, hallucinations, or other psychotic symptomatology.

D ia ^ o stic Impression Form
For Case Two

1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case Two (check only one):
____ a) bipolar disorder, depressed
____ b) dysthymia
____ c) adjustment disorder with depressed mood
____ d) multi-infarct dementia
____ e) schizoaffective disorder
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____ f) major depression, single episode
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)______________________________
____ h) defer

2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the Client in
Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ b) antisocial personality disorder
____ c) borderline personality disorder
__ _ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) narcissistic personality disorder
___ _ f) schizoid personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis) _____________________________
____h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II
3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological
____b) medical
____ c) personality
____ d) other (please specify)_______________________________

4. In your judgment, is psvchotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate)
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d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)

5. Did you consult the DSM-IH-R for Case One?
____ Yes
____ No

6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two?
____ Yes
____ No
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Case One
A 30 year-old female complains because her spouse has had many "other lovers" and no longer wants
to have sex with her. She has been so disturbed by this feeling that she has not bf’en able to go to work and
has now lost her job as a dishwasher.. She cannot pay her mot and other bills and "no one will help me."
She has been to Social Security, but they will not give her any money, even though she has two school-aged
children.. There is very little food in the house and her spouse makes no effort to care for her and the
children. So she has taken the children to his mother's house —her mother is alcoholic and "does not like
children..”
She tearfully describes the figure she sees standing over her at night when she awakens —and
compulsively draws in great detail a black figure with horns and breast —a kind of black devil person with
breasts and a dragon insignia on its chest..
She has been to another mental health clinic, but they acted "as if I was crazy" and "wanted me to take
some pills.." She insists she was not crazy and that there really wasn't anything in the room: she was
simply frightened, woke up suddenly, and saw printed wallpaper. When she got out of bed and when she
looked further, she could see nothing. It was then that she had the greatest urge to kill the spc ^se.. She
asked to be "locked up” in the hospital because she could not concentrate and was too nervous to work or
take care of her children..
The spouse's alleged promiscuous behavior had been going on for several months. Although the
spouse had "promised to stop,” the behavior had continued.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reacti ve psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
f) intermittent explosive disorder
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____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis) ____________________________
____ h) defer

2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
____ d) dependent personality disorder
___ e) schizoid personality disorder
____ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)____________________________
____h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II

3. In yo«*r judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis;
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____ b) medical_____

___ c)

personality_____

____ d) other (please specify ) _____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
____ Yes
____No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please specify one medication or one class of medications)___________________
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Case One
A 30 year-old male complains because his spouse has had many "other lovers" and no longer wants to
have sex with him. He has been disturbed by this feeling that he has not been able to go to work and has
now lost his job as a dishwasher. He cannot pay his rent and other bills and "no one will help me." He has
been to Social Security, but they will not give him any money, even though he has two school-aged
children. There is very little food in the house and his spouse makes no effort to care for him and the
children. So he has taken the children to her mother's house —his mother is alcoholic and "does not like
children."
He tearfully describes the figure he sees standing over him at night when he awakens —and
compulsively draws in great detail a black figure with homs and breast —a kind of black devil person with
breasts and a dragon insignia on its chest.
He has been to another mental health clinic, but they acted "as if I was crazy" and "wanted me to take
some pills." He insists he was not crazy and that there really wasn't anything in the room; he was simply
frightened, woke up suddenly, and saw printed wallpaper. When he got out of bed and looked further, he
could see nothing. It was then that he had the greatest urge to kill the spouse. He asked to be "locked up"
in the hospital because he could not concentrate and was too nervous to work or take care of his children.
The spouse's alleged promiscuous behavior had been going on for several months. Although the
spouse had "promised to stop," the behavior had contiued.

Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One
1. Select front the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One (check only one):
____ a) brief reactive psychosis
____ b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)
____ c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features
____ d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type
____ e) cocaine intoxication
____ f) intermittent explosive disorder
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____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
____ h) defer

2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make regarding the client in
Case One for Axis II (check only one):
____ a) histrionic personality disorder
____ b) paranoid personality disorder
____ c) antisocial personality disorder
_____ d) dependent personality disorder
____ e) schizoid personality disorder
__ _ f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder
____ g) other (please specify one diagnosis)_____________________________
__ _ h) defer
____ i) no diagnosis on Axis II

3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a definitive
diagnosis?
____ Yes
____ No
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
____ a) neuropsychological____
____ b) medical_____
____ c) personality____
____ d) other (please specify ) ____________________________

4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
___ Yes
____ No
If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you prescribe (if
allowed):
____ a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)
____ b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)
____ c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)
_____ d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)
____ e) other (please spec ify one medication or one class of medications)___________________
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For Case One

Diagnostic Impression Form

1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make
regarding the client in Case One (check only one):
a) brief reactive psychosis____
b) major depression with psychotic features (mood incongruent)____
c) bipolar disorder, manic, with psychotic features____
d) schizophrenia, undifferentiated type____
e) cocaine intoxication____
f) intermittent explosive disorder____
g) other____(please specify one diagnosis)_______________
h) defer____
2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make
regarding the client in Case One for Axis II (check only one):
a) histrionic personality disorder____
b) paranoid personality disorder____
c) antisocial personality disorder____
d) dependent personality disorder____
e) schizoid personality disorder____
f) obsessive compulsive personality disorder____
g) other____(please specify one diagnosis)_______________
h) defer____
i) no diagnosis on Axis I I ____
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Diagnostic Impression Form
For Case One - Continued
3. In your judgment, would any testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to reach a
definitive diagnosis? Y es____ N o ____
If so, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
a) neuropsychological____
b) medical____
c) personality____
d) other____(please specify)_______________
4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
Y es____

N o ____

If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you
prescribe (if allowed):
a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)____
b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)____
c) a lithium preparation (Lithium Carbonate)____
d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)____
e) other____(please specify one medication or one class of medications)
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For Case Two

Diagnostic Impression Form

1. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make
regarding the client in Case Two (check only one):
a) bipolar disorder, depressed____
b) dysthymia____
c) adjustment disorder with depressed m ood____
d) multi-infarct demen tia ____
e) schizoaffective disorder____
f) major depression, single episode____
g) other____(please specify one diagnosis)_______________
h) defer____
2. Select from the following choices the one diagnostic decision you would make
regarding the Client in Case Two for Axis II (check only one):
a) obsessive compulsive personality disorder____
b) antisocial personali ty disorder____
c) borderline personality disorder____
d) dependent personality disorder____
e) narcissistic personality disorder____
f) schizoid personality disorder____
g) other____(please specify one diagnosis)_______________
h) defer ____
i) no diagnosis on Axis I I ____
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For Case Two Continued

Diagnostic Impression Form

3. In your judgment would any further testing, evaluation, or referral be necessary to
reach a definitive diagnosis?
Y es____N o _____
If yes, which of the following would it entail (check all that apply):
a) neuropsychological____
b) medical____
c) personality____
d) other____(please specify)__________ _
4. In your judgment, is psychotropic medication necessary?
Y es____

No ____

If yes, given your current knowledge of medications, which of the following would you
prescribe (if allowed):
a) benzodiazepines (e.g., Xanax, Tranxene)____
b) phenothiazines (e.g., Mellaril, Serentil)____
c) a lithium preparation (e.g., Lithium Carbonate)___
d) antidepressants (e.g., Tofranil, Sinequan, Prozac)____
e) other____(please specify one medication or one class of medications)

5. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case One? Y es_____ No
6. Did you consult the DSM-III-R for Case Two? Y es_____ No

Appendix C
Demographic Survey
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Demographic Survey
Please respond to the following by checking the appropriate space.

1. What is your sex?
____
____

Female
Male

2. What title best describes your academic credential?
____Clinical Psychologist
____Counseling Psychologist
____Other (please specify)________________________________
3. How many years do you have of post-doctoral experience as a practitioner?
1-3
____ 4-6
____7-9
____ 10-12
____ 13-15
____ 16-20
____ 21-30
____ above 30
4. How frequently do you use the DSM-III-R in your practice work?
____ many times daily
____ at least daily
____ weekly
____

every two to four weeks

____

intervals between use are above one month
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